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ABSTRACT 

Computational chemistry, namely the ONIOM method, is used to 

investigate areas of interest to drug design, including malaria and inflammation, as 

well as biocatalysts for the hydration of nitrile substrates.  

With the risk of malarial resistance reaching catastrophic levels, novel 

methods into the inhibition of this disease need to be prioritized. The current work 

uses high performance docking methods to model different substrates binding into 

the active sites of varying Homo sapiens and Plasmodium peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans 

isomerase enzymes and compares their subsequent docking scores. This approach 

has shown that the substrates ILS-920 and WYE-592 will bind less-favourably with 

hFKBP12 and PfFKBP35 compared to a competing substrate rapamycin; however, 

the binding appears to be more favourable in PvFKBP35. This could suggest a 

possible target for inhibition of the Plasmodium vivax parasite. Alternatively, the 

exploitation of active site differences between parasitic and human peptidyl-prolyl 

cis/trans isomerases can be used for suicide inhibition of malaria, effectively 

poisoning the parasite without affecting the patient. This method of inhibition was 

explored using Plasmodium falciparum and Homo sapiens Fk506-binding proteins 

as templates for quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations. 

Modification of the natural substrate has shown suicide inhibition is a valid 

approach for novel anti-malarials with little risk for parasitic resistance. 

Leukotrienes are a family of drug-like molecules involved in the 

pathobiology of bronchial asthma and are responsible for smooth muscle 

contraction. Leukotriene C4 synthase is a nuclear-membrane enzyme responsible 

for the conjugation of leukotriene A4 (LTA4) to glutathione to form LTC4, a 

cysteinyl leukotriene. The mechanism of LTA4 binding by LTC4S has been 

computationally examined. Within the present computational methodology the 

‘tail-to-head’ orientation appears to be the most likely substrate orientation. The 

mechanism by which LTB4 is synthesized by LTA4 hydrolase is also studied. The 

current proposed mechanism is unable to provide realistic Gibbs energy barriers for 

LTB4 synthesis.  

 The catalytic mechanisms for nitrile hydratase is explored, involving 

cysteine-sulfenic acid acting as a nucleophile, activating a water molecule to attack 

nitrile and isonitrile substrates. For the nitrile substrate, the iminol intermediate 

undergoes tautomerization to form the amide product. The computed enthalpies are 

closely related to experimental values, suggesting the current mechanism with two 

water molecules should be further investigated.  
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1    INTRODUCTION 

 

Proteins (i.e., polypeptides) are large biological molecules that consist of long 

polymerized chains of amino acid residues (Figure 1.1).
1, 2

 Each protein varies in its 

ordering of the amino acid residues found in the polypeptide chain. Such ordering defines 

the protein’s primary structure. While there is potential for hundreds of amino acids in 

nature, only twenty-three of these are involved in protein synthesis (proteinogenic).
3-5

 

Once formed these polypeptides will fold forming specialized secondary structures, such 

as α-helices and β-sheets. The three-dimensional arrangement of these secondary 

structures results in the formation of tertiary structures. Some proteins are made from the 

combination of two or more tertiary structures to form a single complex. Such 

combinations of tertiary structures result in the formation of quaternary structures. 

Notably, these three-dimensional complexes (i.e., tertiary and quaternary structures) have 

a profound effect on protein function.
6
  

 

 

Figure 1.1 A generic three amino acid peptide chain at physiological pH. 

 

Proteins with catalytic capabilities are further classified as enzymes.
7-9

 The 

diverse three-dimensional structures among enzymes results in catalysts that are highly 



 

 2 

 

specialized and catalyze very specific reactions. An important property of an enzyme, 

like all catalysts, is that it is not consumed or altered after the catalytic process; 

moreover, it must only reduce the Gibbs activation energy (i.e., the kinetics, ΔG
‡
) 

(Figure 1.2) and not affect the thermodynamics (i.e., ΔGr) of a given reaction. This 

reduction in Gibbs activation energy leads to a drastic increase (by up to many millions 

of times) in rate of reaction.
10

 For instance a reduction of ~5.7 kJ mol
–1

 in barrier height 

corresponds to an increase of a factor of ten in the catalytic rate.  

 

 

Figure 1.2 A generalized scheme for a one-step mechanism showing the change in 

barrier height between a catalyzed and uncatalyzed reaction. 

 

Enzymes perform their catalytic function through complex mechanisms.
11

 One 

method that allows enzymes to lower the activation energy of a reaction is known as 

Reaction Coordinate

G
, 

k
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entropy reduction, where molecular fragments are brought close spatially and in the 

appropriate orientation to facilitate bond breaking or forming.
12-15

 Another mechanism, 

preferential transition state binding, stabilizes the transition state greatly reducing the 

Gibbs activation energy by maximizing stabilizing forces such as hydrogen bonds.
16, 17

 

Combinations of these mechanisms, as well as steric effects,
16, 18

 electrostatic effects,
13, 19, 

20
 and even quantum tunneling can affect rates of reaction and specificity of the 

enzymes.
21, 22

 Studying enzymatic mechanisms can lead to further insight into important 

subtle residue effects, as well as potential for inhibition of specific enzymes. 

 The catalytic activity of an enzyme can be modified by temperature, pH, and, 

more importantly, active site substrate binding which as discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 has 

a profound affect on catalysis. After binding into the active site, molecules can induce a 

change in the three-dimensional structure of the protein, altering its function.
6
 Such 

molecules that decrease the activity of enzymes are known as inhibitors, whereas those 

that increase the activity are known as activators.
1
 Additionally, molecules can bind 

permanently (i.e., through covalent modification) to occupy the active sites and prevent 

any further catalytic activity. This method of covalent bond formation can be used as a 

starting point for drug discovery and drug design to be used in treating diseases.
23, 24

 Of 

the many diseases and disorders that affect humans, the two of particular concern for this 

work are malaria and inflammation. 

Malaria is caused by Plasmodium parasites. A key enzyme for the function of this 

parasite belongs to the peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) superfamily of 

enzymes. These enzymes are responsible for the cis/trans interconversion of amide bonds 

during the protein folding process (Figure 1.3).
25

 These enzymes target X-proline amide 
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bonds. This specific amide bond is important for protein folding as the cis and trans 

forms are very similar in energy allowing for an increased population of cis isomers 

present in folded proteins such as ribonucleases and beta-lactamases.
25

 The uncatalyzed 

cis/trans interconversion proceeds via a considerable Gibbs activation energy (~80 

kJ/mol compared to ~0 kJ/mol in other amino acid residues). Hence, without the presence 

of a PPIase this interconversion would occur far to slowly and would in fact be the rate-

limiting step for protein folding.
25

 Inhibition of this group of enzymes found in malarial 

parasites could be a novel solution to the growing problem of malarial resistance. 

 

 

(a)      (b) 

Figure 1.3 The (a) cis and (b) trans amide bonds for an alanine-alanine dipeptide at 

physiological pH. 

 

A common cause of inflammation is due to leukotrienes, inflammatory mediators 

formed by the oxidation of arachidonic acid by arachidonate 5-lipoxygenase.
26

 

Leukotriene A4 (LTA4) is the simplest leukotriene and is a precursor to all other 

derivatives. LTA4 can be converted into LTB4 by leukotriene A4 hydrolase (LTA4H)
27, 28

 

or converted into LTC4 by leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S).
29, 30

 These molecules play a 
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crucial role in asthma and bronchial inflammation. A better understanding of the 

mechanism by which leukotrienes are synthesized can lead to better inhibition and 

prevention of the over-production of these inflammatory mediators. 

While enzymes are critical for the continuing existence of the organisms that 

contain them, the power of enzymes can also be used in industrial processes as 

biocatalysts. Nitrile hydratases are non-heme iron containing enzymes responsible for the 

conversion of nitrile functional groups to amides in bacteria (Figure 1.4). These enzymes 

are used industrially to synthesize acrylamide, used in waste water treatment, with nitrile 

as the substrate.
31

 Presently, several mechanisms have been proposed for the catalytic 

mechanism of this enzyme group; however, only two mechanisms have experimental data 

to support them.
32, 33

 The first proposed mechanism is where Cys114 (post-translationally 

modified to cysteine-sulfenic acid, CSO114) acts as a base, abstracting a proton from a 

nearby water molecule.
34

 This mechanism is supported by the experimental work 

performed by Hashimoto using time-resolved X-ray crystallography.
32

 The second 

mechanism, however, proposes that this cysteine-sulfenic acid residue acts as a 

nucleophile attacking the substrate while the water molecule instead regenerates the 

active site after product release.
35

 This mechanism has also garnered some experimental 

support from Martinez using kinetics and X-ray crystallography with boronic acid.
33

  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Nitrile hydration. 
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Regardless of whether the enzyme is used within an organism or industrially, 

computational chemistry (outlined in Computational Methods) provides a means to study 

these systems on an atomistic scale by employing highly advanced quantum mechanical 

methods. In particular, the three-dimensional orientation by which substrates bind into 

the active sites of these enzymes can be studied using docking methods. Protein dynamics 

and stability of docked substrates over a short time frame can be studied using molecular 

dynamics simulations. Finally, energy barriers of various reactions are studied to 

investigate their catalytic feasibility in an enzymatic environment. 

 Chapter 2 summarizes background information into computational chemistry. 

These methods serve as the backbone for the work completed in this thesis. Chapter 3 

uses docking methods to dock various macrocycles into the active sites of essential 

human and malarial PPIases. This was done to provide insights for molecular interactions 

into the development of anti-malarials. Chapter 4 investigates a suicide mechanism for 

the inhibition of PfFKBP35 from the modified natural substrate. This would provide a 

novel method for anti-malarial treatment.  

Chapter 5 investigates the binding orientation of LTA4 into the active site of 

LTC4S in the formation of LTC4. Advanced quantum mechanical calculations were 

performed to identify the binding orientation and catalytic mechanism of LTC4 synthesis. 

Chapter 6 studies the catalytic mechanism of LTB4 synthesis by LTA4H. Insights into the 

production of inflammatory mediators could lead to further development of anti-

inflammatory medications. 
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Chapter 7 investigates the enzymatic mechanism of nitrile hydratases. The 

hydration of t-butyl nitrile is studied and compared to previously proposed mechanisms. 
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2    COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

 

In this chapter, the underlying principles applied in the field of computational 

chemistry will be mentioned, as well as the application of these principles to 

biomolecules and proteins. Many of the details in this chapter will be used as a starting 

point for the presentation of results in the following chapters. For further details, standard 

quantum chemistry textbooks should be consulted.
36-39

 

2.1  The Schrödinger Equation 

 In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger proposed his famous equation involving eigenvalues 

and eigenfunctions, shown below in its time-independent form:
37

 

 

ĤΨi(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N, R⃗⃗⃗1, R⃗⃗⃗2, … R⃗⃗⃗M) = EiΨi(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N, R⃗⃗⃗1, R⃗⃗⃗2, … R⃗⃗⃗M)     (2.1) 

 

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator for a given molecular system with N electrons and 

M nuclei, Ψi(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N, R⃗⃗⃗1, R⃗⃗⃗2, … R⃗⃗⃗M) is the wave function in its i
th

 state, depending on 

x⃗⃗ (which is composed of x, y, and z coordinates in space (r⃗𝑖) and spin state (s𝑖) of each 

electron) and the spatial coordinates of the nuclei (R⃗⃗⃗I). It is postulated that the wave 

function of a molecular system contains any and all information required to describe that 

system. Ei is the energy of the system for the given Ψi. The basis of most quantum 

chemical work is searching for the approximate solution to this equation. For a 

polyatomic system Ĥ is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy operators: 
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Ĥ = −
1

2
∑ ∇i

2

N

i=1

−
1

2
∑

1

MA
∇A

2 − ∑ ∑
ZA

riA
+ ∑ ∑

1

rij
+ ∑ ∑

ZAZB

rAB

M

B>𝐴

M

A=1

N

j>𝑖

N

i=1

M

A=1

N

i=1

M

A=1

   (2.2) 

 

The first two terms represent the kinetic energy of electrons and nuclei, respectively. The 

Laplacian operators, ∇i
2 and ∇A

2 , represents the sum of the differential operators in three-

dimensional space for electron i and nucleus A, respectively: 

 

∇2=
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
                                           (2.3) 

 

and MA is the mass of the nucleus A in atomic units as multiples of the electron mass.
‡
 

The last three terms in eq. 2.2 represent the potential energy operators for the attractive 

interaction between electrons and nuclei, the repulsive interactions between electrons and 

the repulsive interactions between nuclei, respectively. ZA and ZB are the charge of 

nucleus A and B, rij is the distance between electrons i and j, riA is the distance between 

electron i and nucleus A, and rAB is the distance between nuclei A and B. 

                                                 

‡
 Atomic units are frequently used in theoretical chemistry where fundamental constants 

Planck’s constant ħ, the mass of an electron me, the charge of an electron e, and the 

permittivity of a vacuum multiplied by a constant 4πε0 are all set to unity. This ensures 

that as these constants are refined and corrected, the computed results will remain the 

same and to simplify expressions in atomic physics. This formalism will be used for the 

duration of this document.  
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As mentioned previously, the basis of many quantum mechanics problems deal 

with approximating the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation. It is only possible to 

exactly solve this equation for a hydrogen-like atom (one electron and one nucleus; a 

two-body problem). Beyond these systems, approximations will be required to solve the 

Schrödinger equation.    

2.1.1 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

 The first approximation involves the consideration of the relative masses of the 

nuclei and an electron.
37

 An electron is 1,800 times lighter than the lightest nucleus (
1
H, a 

single proton) and 20,000 times lighter than a carbon nucleus. In classical mechanics, the 

heavier the object, the slower that object moves. The nucleus, being far heavier, will 

move much slower than the light electron, essentially being clamped in place. Thus, the 

kinetic energy for the nuclei is zero, and the potential energy for the nuclei-nuclei 

interactions becomes a constant. This reduces eq. 2.2 to the “electronic” Hamiltonian: 

 

Ĥelec = −
1

2
∑ ∇i

2

N

i=1

− ∑ ∑
ZA

riA

M

A=1

N

i=1

+ ∑ ∑
1

rij

N

j>1

N

i=1

= T̂ + V̂Ne + V̂ee         (2.4) 

 

where T̂ represents the kinetic energy of the system (now completely due to the 

electrons), and V̂Ne and V̂ee represent the nuclei-electron and electron-electron potential 

energy operators, respectively. The electronic Hamiltonian, when used in the Schrödinger 

equation, generates the electronic wave function Ψelec and the electronic energy Eelec. 
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The total energy of the system is the sum of the electronic energy and the nuclear 

repulsion constant: 

 

Etot = Eelec + ∑ ∑
ZAZB

rAB

M

B>𝐴

M

A=1

= Eelec + Enuc                         (2.5) 

 

2.1.2 The Orbital Approximation 

 The next approximation that can be made on the Schrödinger equation accounts 

for the complex nature of the wavefunction which depends of the position of each 

electron.
37

 It is described as: 

 

 Ψ(r⃗1, r⃗2, … r⃗N)                                                    (2.6) 

 

To simplify this equation, it is assumed that the wavefunction is separable and can be 

described as a product of single molecular orbitals (MOs), which contains all the 

Cartesian coordinate information for each electron. This product assumes the electrons 

move independently of each other. The product of these MOs can approximate the exact 

wave function: 

 

Ψ(r⃗1, r⃗2, … r⃗N) =  ψ(r⃗1)ψ(r⃗2), … , ψ(r⃗N)                          (2.7) 

 

However, the orbitals need to also contain spin information. This is described using spin 

orbitals, χ(x⃗⃗), where x⃗⃗ contains all coordinate information on the electron as well as spin 
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information, α(s) or β(s). Since electrons are fermions with spin = 
1

2
, they can be 

represented by spin-up (spin = 
1

2
, denoted α) or spin-down (spin = −

1

2
, denoted β): 

 

χ(x⃗⃗) =  Ψ(r⃗)α(s) or Ψ(r⃗)β(s)                                      (2.8) 

 

changing the wave function from eq. 2.6, which now contains all spin and spatial 

information, to: 

 

Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N)                                      (2.9) 

 

2.1.3 Properties of a Wave Function 

The wave function is said to hold all possible information on a given system, yet 

it itself is not an observable property.
37

 The square of the wave function, however, 

defines the probability of finding an electron in different points in space. This is known 

as the probability density: 

 

|Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N)|2                                               (2.10) 

 

Since electrons are indistinguishable particles, this property must remain unaffected if 

any two electrons are interchanged: 

 

|Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … , x⃗⃗i, x⃗⃗j, … , x⃗⃗N)|2 = |Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … , x⃗⃗j, x⃗⃗i, … , x⃗⃗N)|2            (2.11) 
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In order for this condition to be satisfied, the two wave functions can either be symmetric 

or antisymmetric. However, due to the fact that electrons are fermions, these wave 

functions must be antisymmetric
39

: 

 

Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … , x⃗⃗i, x⃗⃗j, … , x⃗⃗N) = −Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … , x⃗⃗j, x⃗⃗i, … , x⃗⃗N)              (2.12) 

 

This shows that no electron can occupy the same quantum state as another, which agrees 

with the Pauli exclusion principle.
39

 

 It should also be noted that the probability of finding the N electrons over all 

space is 1. This imposes a normalization requirement on the wave function: 

 

∫ … ∫|Ψ(x⃗⃗1, x⃗⃗2, … x⃗⃗N)|2dx⃗⃗1dx⃗⃗2 … dx⃗⃗N = 1                        (2.13) 

 

2.1.4 Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 

While the expression in 2.7 is a simplification to solve the Schrödinger equation a 

further approximation involves the description of each one-electron molecular wave 

function as a linear combination of atom-centered functions called atomic orbitals.
37

 Such 

a method of reproducing molecular orbitals is known as the linear combination of atomic 

orbitals (LCAO) method. These atomic orbitals are known as basis functions, and the set 

of basis functions used to represent a molecular wave function is known as a basis set. 
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The use of a large, flexible basis set will create accurate representations of the molecular 

orbitals. 

2.2 Basis Sets 

 A basis set is a set of functions which can be combined in a linear fashion to 

define molecular orbitals with different weighting coefficients.
36

 These basis functions 

are used to describe the angular component, radial component, and normalization 

component of a given molecular orbital. The angular component describes the shape of 

the orbital and the radial component describes the extent of the orbital. In general, the 

greater the number of basis functions used, the greater the description of the system, and 

the greater the accuracy and computational cost.  

2.2.1 Slater-type and Gaussian-type Orbitals 

 The most common types of orbitals used to construct basis sets are Slater-type 

orbitals (STOs) and Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs).
40

 

 Slater-type orbitals exhibit exponential decay at long range with a cusp at short 

range and are represented by the equation: 

 

ηSTO = N rn−1 e−ζr Ylm (Θ, ϕ)                                       (2.14) 

 

where N is the normalization constant,  r is the distance between atomic nuclei and 

electrons, ζ is the orbital exponent, and  l, m, and n are the angular, magnetic and 

principal quantum numbers of the orbital being described. The rn−1 e−ζr term represents 

the radial distribution and the Ylm (Θ, ϕ) term represents the angular component. 
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While STOs offer a qualitatively correct representation of atomic orbitals, they 

are computationally expensive in multicentre systems due to the cusp near the nucleus. 

The more computationally feasible Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) model can be used 

instead. This orbital type has a similar shape as an STO with a continuous curve at short 

range. The reason for use of these Gaussians is due to the “Gaussian product theorem”.
40

 

It states that the product of two Gaussians on two different centers is, apart from a 

constant, a Gaussian on a third center. This allows three- and four-centered integrals to be 

reduced to finite sums of two-centered integrals, greatly reducing computational cost. 

Gaussian-type orbitals are represented by:  

 

ηGTO = N xlymzn e−αr2
                                           (2.15) 

 

with x, y, and z being Cartesian coordinates, and l+m+n=L, where L=0, 1, 2… for s-

functions, p-functions, d-functions, etc. The orbital exponent 𝛼 is large for compact 

functions and small for diffuse functions. This equation results in a smooth, continuous 

curve over the nucleus which greatly decreases the computational complexity; however, 

the GTO does not represent the atomic orbitals accurately near a nucleus. To overcome 

this issue, several GTOs (primitive Gaussians) are used to more accurately represent the 

atomic orbitals, 

 

ητ
CGF = ∑ daτ

A

a

ηa
GTO                                              (2.16) 
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This is known as a contracted Gaussian-type orbital (CGTO). Several GTOs are 

combined with differing contraction coefficients daτ and orbital exponents α to resemble, 

as closely as possible, a single STO function.  

2.2.2 Minimal Basis Set 

 A minimal basis set uses only one STO (or CGTO) to represent each core and 

valence atomic orbital on a given atom.
37

 A minimal basis set for carbon, for example, 

contains 1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz basis functions. These basis sets are typically inadequate 

for most purposes, but they are sometimes used as a starting point for complex 

calculations. For more accurate calculations, and a better representation of the ground 

state wave function, more basis functions should be used to describe the valence 

electrons. Minimal basis sets are still acceptable for core electrons, as they are much 

lower in energy than valence electrons and do not participate in bonding. 

2.2.3 Split-Valence Basis Set 

Chemical bonds occur between valence orbitals of neighboring atoms.
37

 

Meanwhile, core orbitals are far lower in energy than valence orbitals; thus, they are less 

important for chemical bonding. To increase the speed and accuracy of molecular orbital 

calculations, multiple STOs or contracted GTOs can be used with varied orbital 

exponents to describe the valence orbitals, while core orbitals are described using a single 

basis function. 

A split valence basis set is designed to describe the core orbitals with a single 

basis function, and two, three or more basis functions to describe the valence orbitals 
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(called double-zeta basis sets, triple-zeta basis sets, etc). This gives more radial flexibility 

in order to describe the electron distribution in a given environment.  

For example, a 6-31G basis set for carbon uses a single basis function to describe 

the core orbital, whereas it uses two basis functions to describe the valence orbitals. Thus, 

a 6-31G basis set for carbon consists of ten basis functions. For the core inner shell (1s) 

orbital six primitive Gaussian orbitals are used. Three primitive Gaussian orbitals are 

used to describe the inner valence shell [2s(I), 2px(I), 2py(I), and 2pz(I)] orbitals, whereas 

one primitive Gaussian to describe the outer valence shell [2s(O), 2px(O), 2py(O), and 

2pz(O)] orbitals.  

2.2.4 Polarization Functions 

 Further flexibility can be introduced into a basis set by adding polarization 

functions.
37

 A polarization function is a basis function that has a higher angular 

momentum than the basis functions in the minimal basis set, and will lead to increased 

accuracy and properties for the wave function. 

 In a molecule, orbitals deviate from their atomic orbitals. When considering a 

hydrogen-carbon bond, the electron density is not exactly spherical around the bound 

hydrogen atom, as is the 1s orbital of a free hydrogen atom. The electron density is higher 

between atoms due to the chemical bond, and lower on the outer edges of the atom. The 

best way to model this change in electron density is by adding p-type functions to allow 

for this flexibility. This can be done with any atom in a molecular system by adding an 

extra set of functions of a higher order than what is already present (for instance adding 

d-type functions to second row atoms and f-type functions to third row atoms). 
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 For example, the 6-31G(d) differs from the 6-31G basis set by the addition of 

polarization functions to the basis set of all non-hydrogen atoms. A 6-31G(d,p) basis set 

adds d-type functions for all non-hydrogen atoms, and p-type functions to all hydrogen 

atoms. Multiple polarization functions can be added to basis sets to further increase 

orbital flexibility. A 6-31G(3df,2p) basis set has three sets of d-type functions and one set 

of f-type function on all p-block atoms, and two sets of p-type functions on all hydrogen 

atoms.  

2.2.5 Diffuse Functions 

In certain cases, such as excited states of molecules or anions (as the electron 

density will be more spread out across the entire molecule), the normal basis sets will not 

be adequate to model the system.
37

 To correct this, GTOs with small exponents are used 

to add basis functions that are more diffuse. In a Pople-type basis set, a “+” is added to 

indicate that a set of diffuse functions are included in the basis set of all non-hydrogen 

atoms. A second “+” indicates the addition of diffuse functions to all hydrogen atoms as 

well. These diffuse functions are also important in describing weak interactions like 

hydrogen bonding. 

For example, a 6-31+G basis set adds four diffuse functions (s, px, py, pz) to all 

non-hydrogen atoms, while a 6-31++G basis set adds additional diffuse s functions on all 

hydrogens. 

2.3 The Variational Principle 

 The variational principle states that the energy obtained using the exact wave 

function (Ψ0) will always be lower in energy than that obtained with an approximate 
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wave function (Ψtrial).
37

 Importantly this allows us to variationally optimize the 

parameters of a trial wave function with the knowledge that the energy obtained will 

always be greater than the true energy: 

 

∫ … ∫ Ψtrial
∗ Ĥ Ψtrial dx⃗⃗1, dx⃗⃗2, … , dx⃗⃗N ≡ 

〈Ψtrial|Ĥ|Ψtrial〉 = Etrial ≥ E0 = 〈Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψ0〉                         (2.17) 

 

where Ψ∗ is the complex conjugate of the wave function, and E0 and Etrial are the exact 

ground state and trial energies, respectively.  Using this method, the components of the 

wave function are varied as to produce the lowest energy wave function. 

2.4 The Hartree-Fock Approximation 

One of the earliest electronic structure methods is the Hartree-Fock (HF) 

method.
37

 An understanding of this method will greatly aid in the understanding of later 

methods, including density-functional theory.  

Due to the complexity of a N-electron wave function the Hartree-Fock 

approximation assumes a non-interacting system of electrons. Thus, the resulting 

approximation to the exact, N-electron wave function is constructed from an 

antisymmetric product of N one-electron wave functions, χi(x⃗⃗i). This results in a Slater 

determinant, ΦSD: 
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Ψ0 ≈ ΦSD =
1

√N!
|

χ1(x⃗⃗1)

χ1(x⃗⃗2)
⋮

χ2(x⃗⃗1) … χN(x⃗⃗1)

χ2(x⃗⃗2) … χN(x⃗⃗2)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

χ1(x⃗⃗N) χ2(x⃗⃗N) … χN(x⃗⃗N)

|                     (2.18) 

 

where χi(x⃗⃗i) are one-electron spin orbitals consisting of the spatial coordinates of the 

electron as well as its  spin function [α(s) or β(s), spin-up or spin-down], and the 
1

√N!
 term 

ensures the wave function is normalized to ensure the probability density integrates to 1. 

It should also be noted that the Slater determinant is antisymmetric with respect to an 

exchange in spin orbitals. If any two rows or two columns are exchanged, the determinant 

will change sign.  

 The spin orbitals are orthonormalized: 

 

∫ χi
∗(x⃗⃗) χj(x⃗⃗) dx⃗⃗ = 〈χi | χj〉 = δij                                 (2.19) 

 

where the Kronecker delta δij is 1 when i=j and 0 otherwise.  

 Once the exact wave function has been approximated by the Slater determinant, 

the variational principle is applied to find the best Slater determinant (ΦSD with the 

lowest energy). The spin orbitals are varied to minimize the energy, while remaining 

orthonormal: 

 

EHF = min
ΦSD→N

E[ΦSD]                                          (2.20) 
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The energy is calculated as an expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator with 

the Slater determinant, and this can be shown with the expansion of the determinant with 

the electronic and nuclear terms of the Hamiltonian: 

 

EHF = 〈ΦSD|Ĥ|ΦSD〉 = ∑(i | ĥ | i)

N

i

+
1

2
∑ ∑(ii | jj) − (ij | ji)

N

j

N

i

      (2.21) 

 

where  

 

(i | ĥ | i) = ∫ χi
∗(x⃗⃗1) {−

1

2
∇2 − ∑

ZA

r1A

M

A

} χi(x⃗⃗1) dx⃗⃗1                (2.22) 

 

(ii | jj) = ∬|χi(x⃗⃗1)|2
1

r12
|χj(x⃗⃗2)|

2
dx⃗⃗1dx⃗⃗2                        (2.23) 

 

(ij | ji) = ∬ χi(x⃗⃗1)χj
∗(x⃗⃗1)

1

r12
χj(x⃗⃗2)χi

∗(x⃗⃗2)dx⃗⃗1dx⃗⃗2                  (2.24) 

 

define the kinetic energy and attraction between electrons and nuclei (eq. 2.22), the 

Coulomb integral (eq. 2.23), and exchange integral (eq. 2.24), respectively.  

 The exchange integral only accounts for interactions between parallel-spin 

electrons. Since the Hartree-Fock method only uses a single Slater determinant of non-

interacting spin orbitals to describe the wave function, it does not properly account for 

interactions between opposite-spin electrons. In the next section, density-functional 
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theory will be used to describe these electron interactions as an improvement on Hartree-

Fock methods.  

2.4.1 Roothaan-Hall Equations 

 The Roothaan-Hall equations are used to further simplify the Hartree-Fock 

equations.
37

 These equations are available for both open- and closed-shell systems, but 

only equations for closed-shell systems will be shown here (the equations for open-shell 

systems are called the Pople-Nesbet-Berthier equations).
41

 They generalize the HF 

equations to a simple linear algebraic equation: 

FC = SCε                                                     (2.30) 

 

where F is the Fock matrix (which depends on C due to electron-electron interactions),  

 

Fij = Hij
core + ∑ ∑ Pkl [(ij|kl) −

1

2
(ik|jl)]

K

l=1

K

k=1

                       (2.31) 

 

C is the orbital coefficient matrix constructed from the molecular orbitals, 

  

C = (

c1,1
c1,2 … c1,i

c2,1

⋮
ci,1

c2,2

⋮
ci,2

…
⋱
…

c2,i

⋮
ci,i

)                                             (2.32) 

 

S is the overlap matrix of the basis functions, 
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Sij = ⟨ηi|ηj⟩                                                      (2.33) 

 

and ε is the matrix of orbital energies. The Fock matrix (eq. 2.31) is composed of the 

Hamiltonian operator with slight changes. Hij is a core Hamiltonian (only accounts for 

kinetic energy and electron-nuclear attraction), matrix element Pkl is a density matrix 

element of the occupied MOs, 

 

Pkl = 2 ∑ cik
∗ cil

n/2

i=1

                                                  (2.34) 

 

and the (ij|kl) term is the two-electron repulsion integral (missing from Hcore). It 

describes the Coulombic repulsion and can be written as:  

 

(ij|kl) = ∫ ∫
φi

∗(1)φj(1)φk
∗ (2)φl(2)

r12
dr1dr2                        (2.35) 

 

This term describes the repulsion between electron 1 and electron 2, where basis 

functions i and j are a part of the first system and k and l being a part of the second 

system, with the systems being a distance of r12 apart. Given a basis set, the (ij|kl) can be 

calculated; however, this equation is time-consuming and must be solved iteratively.   

When i=j, the overlap matrix element will equal 1 (the basis function i will 

completely overlap basis function j). When i ≠ j, there will be some degree of overlap 

between -1 (negative overlap) and 1 (complete overlap): −1 ≤ Si≠j ≤ 1.  
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2.4.2 Self-Consistent Field Procedure 

As mentioned previously, FC = SCε must be solved iteratively. The spin orbitals 

are required to solve for the Hartree-Fock potential and the Fock operator, which, in turn, 

solves for the spin orbitals.
37

 This issue cannot be solved in the traditional fashion. The 

solution is found by the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) procedure. This technique begins 

with an estimated set of orbitals and solves the HF equations. Using the computed set of 

orbitals from the previous calculation, the HF equations are solved again, computing a 

new set of orbitals. This procedure is repeated until the predicted change in total energy is 

below a certain threshold value. The set is said to have converged onto a set of self-

consistent orbitals, as shown below in Figure 2.1: 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The general procedure for an SCF calculation. 
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2.4.3 Quadratic Convergence 

An often-applied method for particularly difficult SCF convergence cases is the 

quadratically convergent method. This uses a linear approach when optimization is far 

from converging, and a Newton-Raphson
42

 approach when close to convergence. 

Although this approach takes longer to complete, it is more robust and reliable than 

regular SCF methods.  

2.5 Density-functional Theory 

 Density-functional theory (DFT) is an alternative method to Hartree-Fock 

theory.
37, 39

 It is considerably more accurate for most molecular systems, as it accounts 

for electron correlation explicitly, but treats exchange approximately. Unless otherwise 

stated, all electron densities, ρ(r⃗), will be denoted as ρ for simplicity. 

2.5.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems 

 The first of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems states that the electron density 

uniquely defines the Hamiltonian operator of a system as well as all properties of a 

system.
37

 This can be shown by using two different external potentials, V̂ext and V̂ext
′ , 

both generating the same electron density ρ0 corresponding to the non-degenerate ground 

state of N particles. 

Since the ground state energy (as well as all other molecular properties) depends 

on the ground state electron density of the system, it can be written as: 

 

E0[ρ0] = T[ρ0] + Eee[ρ0] + Eext[ρ0]                            (2.36) 
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where T[ρ0] and Eee[ρ0] are the ground state electron density-dependent kinetic and 

potential energy due to electron-electron repulsion, respectively. These two terms are 

known as “universal”, as they will generate an expectation value ⟨Ψ|T̂ + V̂ee|Ψ⟩ when 

given any electron density. These two terms are independent of N, RA, and ZA, and define 

the Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK[ρ0]. Eq. 2.36 can then be reduced to: 

 

E0[ρ0] = ∫ ρ0Vextdr⃗ + FHK[ρ0]                              (2.37) 

 

This equation solves, without approximation, the Schrödinger equation. Unfortunately, 

the Hohenberg-Kohn functional is not explicitly known, but it can be further decomposed 

into an already well-known Coulombic potential J[ρ], and all other unknown non-

classical terms Encl[ρ]: 

 

FHK[ρ] = T[ρ] + Eee[ρ] = T[ρ] + J[ρ] + Encl[ρ].               (2.38) 

 

A major challenge of density-functional theory is to find explicit expressions for T[ρ] and 

Encl[ρ]. 

 The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is analogous to the variational principle 

previously described in this report. It states that the ground state energy of a system can 

only be given by its ground state density, and all other densities will lead to a higher 

energy.  
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2.5.2 Kohn-Sham Theory 

 The Kohn-Sham theorem offers a way to approximate this Hohenberg-Kohn 

functional, previously described in eq. 2.37.
37

 It was thought that a pure density 

functional did not properly describe the kinetic energy of a system, and that this 

deficiency could be corrected by introducing orbitals for a “non-interacting” system and 

calculating the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system exactly. This method uses a 

Slater determinant (eq. 2.17) as it, by definition, represents the exact wave function of a 

non-interacting system. The spin orbitals are then determined by: 

 

f̂ KSψi = εi
KSψi                                                    (2.39) 

 

where f KS is the one-electron Kohn-Sham (KS) operator, ψi is the i
th

 Kohn-Sham orbital, 

and εi
KSis the Kohn-Sham orbital energy of the i

th
 orbital. f̂ KS is defined as: 

 

f̂ KS = −
1

2
∇2 + VS(r⃗).             (2.40) 

 

VS(r⃗) is the effective local potential. This potential is such that the electron density of this 

non-interacting system, ρs, is the same as the real, fully-interacting system, ρ0, to give: 

 

ρ0 = ρs = ∑ ∑ |ψi(r⃗, s)|2
s

N
i               (2.41) 

 

This non-interacting electron density is used to calculate the non-interacting kinetic 

energy Ts, introducing a variation on the Hohenberg-Kohn functional, known as F[ρ]: 
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F[ρ] = Ts[ρ] + J[ρ] + EXC[ρ]                                  (2.42) 

 

where EXC is the exchange-correlation energy, and accounts for the discrepancy between 

non-interacting and fully-interacting systems, as: 

 

EXC[ρ] ≡ (T[ρ] − Ts[ρ]) + (Eee[ρ] − J[ρ]) = TC[ρ] + Encl[ρ]        (2.43) 

 

with TC[ρ] accounting for the part of kinetic energy missing from Ts[ρ]. It can be said 

that the exchange-correlation functional contains all unknown information about a 

system.  

 It can also be shown that the Kohn-Sham operator, f̂ KS, can be written, using the 

variational principle, as: 

 

f̂ KS = −
1

2
∇2 + ∫

ρ

r12
dr⃗2 + VXC(r⃗1) − ∑

ZA

r1A

M

A

                     (2.44) 

 

where VXC(r⃗1) is the potential caused by the exchange-correlation energy, and is defined 

as the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy with respect to the 

density: 

 

VXC ≡
δEXC

δρ
                                                       (2.45) 
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 This approach gives the exact eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian for the Schrödinger 

equation, i.e. if all functionals were exactly known, this would give the exact energy of 

the system. Since EXC and VXC are unknown, this is not the case. Many methods have 

been developed to approximate these values.  

2.5.3 Exchange-Correlation Functionals 

 The quality of these density-functional methods depends on how each method 

approximates the exchange-correlation energy.
39

 One of the earliest methods to provide 

an accurate approximation to the exchange-correlation energy was the local-density 

approximation (LDA). This method approximates EXC in a given chemical system by 

comparing it to the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron 

gas, εXC, of density ρ: 

 

EXC
LDA[ρ] = ∫ ρ εXC(ρ) dr⃗.                                    (2.46) 

 

This formalism can then be extended to the unrestricted case (chemical systems with 

different 𝛼 or 𝛽 spin-densities). This approximation is known as the local spin-density 

approximation (LSDA): 

 

EXC
LSDA[ρα, ρβ] = ∫ ρ εXC(ρα, ρβ) dr⃗.                                   (2.47) 

 

 These approximations offer results that are comparable to Hartree-Fock when 

considering equilibrium structures or harmonic frequencies, but are inadequate when 
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discussing bond energies due to overbinding. This makes this model insufficient for 

many areas of chemistry. 

 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) offered an improvement on the 

LSDA by accounting for the electron density ρ as well as the gradient of the charge 

density ∇ρ and kinetic energy τ. This term is introduced to account for the difference in 

the exchange-correlation energy of the chemical system (inhomogeneous) compared to 

the electron gas (homogeneous), 

 

EXC
GGA[ρα, ρβ] = ∫ f(ρα, ρβ, ∇ρα, ∇ρβ)dr⃗                          (2.48) 

 

where f is some function of the spin densities and their gradients. These approximations 

lead to a large improvement in the agreement between calculated results and 

experimental data. These results can further be improved by adding corrections to the 

change in the gradient of the density ∇∇ρ. These methods are known as meta-GGA 

functionals.  

 Another approximation comes from the decomposition of the exchange-

correlation energy into its exchange energy EX and its correlation energy EC. These 

components can be approximated in different ways. Some commonly-used gradient-

corrected exchange functional EX include Perdew and Wang’s functional
37

, as well as 

Becke’s functional B88
43

, shown below: 

 

EX
B88 = EX

LSDA − b ∑ ∫
(ρσ)4/3χσ

2

1 + 6bχσsinh−1χσ
σ=α,β

dr⃗                       (2.49) 
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where 

χσ ≡
|∇ρσ|

(ρσ)4/3
,                                                     (2.50) 

 

EX
LSDA = −

3

4
(

6

π
)

1/3

∫ [(ρα)4/3 + (ρβ)
4/3

] dr⃗,                     (2.51) 

 

and b is an empirical parameter with value 0.0042.
43

 There are many commonly-used 

gradient-corrected correlation functionals, such as the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) functional, 

the Perdew 1986 (P86), and the Becke correlation functional (B96). These exchange and 

correlation functionals can be combined to accurately represent the exchange-correlation 

energy, as with B3LYP, B3PW91, and B1B95. 

2.5.4 Long-Range Corrected Functionals 

 While there are many methods adding improvements on previous DFT methods, 

the only method to be discussed in any detail will be ωB97X-D as it is used extensively 

throughout this project.
44

 ωB97X-D is a hybrid functional (a GGA functional with a 

small amount of HF exchange to improve accuracy). Beginning with the B97 functional, 

any self-interaction errors are solved using 100% HF exchange for long-range electron-

electron interactions using an error function to become ωB97. The addition of a short-

range exchange parameter becomes ωB97x which smoothly transitions to the long-range 

functional. Finally, empirical atom-atom dispersion corrections are added to further 
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improve the functional without additional computational cost through the following 

expression: 

 

𝐸𝐷𝐹𝑇−𝐷 = 𝐸𝐾𝑆−𝐷𝐹𝑇 + 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝                                                 (2.52) 

 

where  

 

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = − ∑ ∑
𝐶6

𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
6

𝑁𝑎𝑡

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑁𝑎𝑡−1

𝑖=1

𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗)                                       (2.53) 

 

and 

 

𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑗) =
1

1 + 𝑎(
𝑅𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑟
⁄ )−12

                                             (2.54) 

 

to form the long-range corrected ωB97X-D functional. 

2.6 Force Field Methods 

 One of the major problems of computational chemistry is solving the electronic 

energy of a given nuclear conformation within a reasonable time frame. This step, as it 

pertains to force field methods, can be skipped. Force field methods, also known as 

molecular mechanics methods, refer to parameters of mathematical functions derived 

from high-level quantum mechanical calculations or experimental data used to describe 
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the potential energy of a system.
36

 Force field methods differ from quantum mechanics in 

that they use classical Newtonian physics to describe the atoms in a molecule (spheres 

with mass attached to springs). The force field method being employed for this research 

will be the Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER) force field, as it 

has been parameterized for amino acid and protein systems.
45

 This method can generate 

AMBER charges for each atom in the system to represent slight positive or negative 

charges. These charges are based on high-level quantum mechanical calculations.
46

 

There are several parameters to be explored for each type of atom bonded to other 

atoms. These parameters are described various ways depending on the applied force field; 

however, the terms that will be described for the remainder of this work will be terms as 

described in the AMBER force field. The total force field energy of a system is given by: 

 

EFF = ∑ Estr + ∑ Ebend + ∑ Etors + ∑ Evdw        (2.55) 

 

where these terms will be described in the following sections. 

2.6.1 The Stretch Parameter 

 The stretch term, Estr, describes the energy of a bond that is stretched between 

atoms A and B according to Hooke’s law,
36, 47

 as shown in Figure 2.2: 
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Figure 2.2 (a) Graph showing increase in energy as the bond is compressed or elongated, 

showing a minimum energy at intermediate bond length. (b) Atoms A and B connected 

by a spring with spring constant k and interatomic bond distance r. 

 

Estr = k(r − r0)2             (2.56) 

 

As atoms A and B get closer, the energy of that particular system would increase 

due to steric repulsion. When atoms A and B are at their “equilibrium” distance r0, the 

energy is lowest, as there is a slight attraction between the atoms. When these atoms get 

further apart, the bond breaks and the atoms are essentially isolated; however, this model 

treats this scenario as harmonic, as in Figure 2.2a. This prevents large deviations from 

the equilibrium bond distance due to the penalty function in eq. 2.53. This also shows that 

force field methods employing these simple methods are incapable of modeling bond 

dissociations, as they do not asymptotically decay to E=0. Each pair of atoms will have 

their own respective equilibrium bond distance r, and spring constant k, as determined by 

geometry optimizations at high levels of theory or experimental data. 
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2.6.2 The Bending Parameter 

 The bending term, Ebend, describes the energy as a function of the angle between 

atoms A, B, and C,
36, 47

 as in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Graph showing increase in energy as the bond angle is compressed or 

elongated, showing a minimum energy at intermediate bond angle. (b) Picture of atom A, 

B, and C with bond angle 𝜃 and spring constant k. 

 

Ebend = k(θ − θ0)2                                      (2.57) 

 

 As the bond angle 𝜃 approaches 0
0
, atoms A and C will begin to experience a 

steric clash. This will cause the energy to increase to a maximum. The energy will 

decrease to a minimum as the bond angle for those particular three atoms reaches its 

equilibrium. As the bond angle surpasses its equilibrium angle, significant angle strain 

will cause the energy of the system to increase to a maximum. Eq. 2.57 treats this as a 

parabola, with a penalty function to prevent large deviations from the equilibrium bond 

angle.  
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2.6.3 The Torsional Parameter 

 The torsional term of the force field equation, Etors, involves the interaction of 

atoms A and D, where atoms A-B, B-C, and C-D are bonded
36, 47

, as in Figure 2.4.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 (a) Graph showing high energy when atom A (or D) eclipses another atom 

attached to atom B, and low energy when staggered. (b) Picture showing A-B, B-C, C-D 

bonds with dihedral angle 𝜔, force constant V, and periodicity factor n. 

 

Etors = V(1 + cos(nω))                         (2.58) 

 

 When atoms A and D are eclipsed, steric repulsion between the atoms gives an 

energy maximum. When these atoms are staggered, it gives an energy minimum. As the 

dihedral angle 𝜔 changes, it will vary between minimum and maximum, as shown in 

Figure 2.4a. The system will also have a force constant V, dependent on the atoms in the 

system. It should also be noted that the atoms A, B, C, and D do not necessarily need to 

be connected as shown in Figure 2.4b, as it can have A-B, A-C, and A-D bonds (as with 

the out-of-plane motion of NH3). 
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2.6.4 The van der Waals Term 

 The van der Waals term describes the attraction or repulsion between non-bonded 

non-polar atoms interacting due to atomic charges.
36

 These are, for example, interactions 

between functional groups at different parts of a molecule, or different molecules 

altogether.  

 At close inter-atomic distance, the van der Waals term is largely repulsive, as the 

electron clouds of the atoms overlap. At large inter-atomic distance, this penalty function 

approaches zero, as the systems are non-interacting. At medium distances, there is a 

slight attraction between electron clouds from induced dipole-dipole interactions. A 

popular function that obeys these rules is the Lennard-Jones potential: 

 

 ELJ(R) = ε [(
R0

R
)12 − (

R0

R
)6]                                         (2.59) 

 

where R0 is the interatomic distance for minimum energy and ε is the depth of the 

minimum, as shown below in Figure 2.5: 
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Figure 2.5 Graph showing asymptotic increase in energy as two atoms become close 

together, an energy minimum at ideal van der Waals distance, and energy trailing off as 

the atoms become infinitely far away. 

2.6.5 Hydrogen Bonds 

 Hydrogen bonds are treated as an augmentation to the electrostatic description of 

the hydrogen bond. This term, as represented in AMBER, add approximately 0.5 

kcal/mol to the hydrogen bond energy. This allows the majority of the description of 

hydrogen bonds to arise from the dipole-dipole interactions. 

2.6.6 Restrained Electrostatic Potential Charges 

Restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges are a charge method useful for 

allocating charges on atoms in molecules.
46

 This model succeeds by sampling thousands 

of points near the molecule and creating an electrostatic potential caused by the molecule. 

This potential, created primarily from atoms closest to the surface of the molecule, will 

create faulty partial charges on the “buried” atoms. To accommodate for this error, a 

hyperbolic penalty function can be added to non-zero partial charges to ensure that only 

atoms that contribute to the electrostatic potential have charges significantly different 
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than zero. The RESP model also places certain constraints on the system, such as 

ensuring that both oxygens on a carboxylate functional group have the same partial 

charge, and that all charges on a group sum to zero.  

2.7 OMEGA Software 

 One further method to be discussed is implemented by the OMEGA software, 

developed by OpenEye Scientific.
48, 49

 This program performs very rapid (1-2 second) 

systematic conformational searches of a given molecule. OMEGA produces a large 

library of possible drug candidates and generates multi-conformer databases. This 

software has been used to reproduce conformations of known bioactive drugs, and these 

libraries can be used as input for the Fast Rigid Exhausted Docking software (discussed 

below). 

2.7.1 Molecular Docking 

 Molecular docking is a computational method used to determine the optimal 

alignment between two molecules interacting with each other, i.e. fitting a small substrate 

molecule into a large protein active site.
50

 This can be done using an X-ray crystal 

structure of a given protein with a substrate bound into the active site. In drug design, the 

substrate can be removed and other molecules fit into the active site to identify potential 

new drug candidates.  
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2.7.2 Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking 

 Fast Rigid Exhaustive Docking (FRED) is a computational protein-ligand docking 

program.
50

 It uses a protein structure [typically a Protein Data Bank (PDB) file] as input 

and fits small molecules into the active site based on a variety of fitting parameters. 

 A protein structure with bound ligand and crystallographic waters is input into the 

FRED program. During this step, the protein and water molecules are specified as being 

fixed, while the ligand is flexible. The active site is then defined placing a “box” over the 

bound ligand. This defines the three-dimensional position where new ligands can bind. 

All amino acids as part of the protein can then be “tweaked”. Since the protein is held 

rigid, freely-rotatable groups (such as the alcohol groups on tyrosine and serine) need to 

be adjusted to maximize hydrogen bonding and other favourable interactions. Other 

issues with binding such as protonation are corrected by the user. 

 The next step is to create an active site potential. This is done by docking small 

molecular probes to the active site of the protein to detect likely sites for binding. This 

method takes longer than using carbon probes, but offers fewer, higher quality sites. This 

method offers an “inner” and “outer” contour of the shape potential. At least one heavy 

atom from the substrate needs to be within the inner contour at all times and all heavy 

atoms from the substrate need to be within the outer contour. This creates a restraint on 

the available positions for the substrate to limit computational time.  

The last step involves loading a variety of new substrates to dock into the active 

site. These docked substrates will be given a score based on a variety of scoring 

functions. 
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2.7.3 Chemgauss Scoring Function 

 The scoring function implemented by the FRED software is Chemgauss3, 

developed by OpenEye Scientific.
51

 It uses Gaussian functions to describe the chemistry 

and shape of given molecules. This method generates a score for each pose of a substrate 

based on a variety of scoring criteria.  

 The Chemgauss scoring function identifies each heavy atom as ‘steric’ (having a 

certain mass and size). These heavy atoms can also be described as a hydrogen bond 

acceptor or donor (strong, moderate or weak), coordinating groups, or metals. In addition 

to these heavy atom types, certain positions around these atoms can be identified: lone 

pairs, polar hydrogens, water positions, and chelator coordination. These terms are 

combined in such a way to generate appropriate scoring functions for each molecule 

being docked to the target protein. 

2.8 Molecular Dynamics 

 Molecular mechanics methods suggest that a given system is stationary; for 

example, a given water molecule has a set bond length and bond angle.
36, 38

 In reality, this 

does not occur. Even at 0 kelvin all systems vibrate and at elevated temperatures these 

systems are in constant motion, rapidly changing between one molecular conformation to 

another. Molecular dynamics (MD) methods account for these movements by solving 

Newton’s equation of motion for molecules on the potential energy surface (PES) using 

the position and velocities of the atoms in the system.  

The goal of molecular dynamics is to sample all possible conformations of a 

given system; however, depending on system size, this will take a very long time to 
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simulate. In addition if energy barriers exist between conformations the simulation may 

not properly sample the phase space; thus, only the local surrounding area of the potential 

energy surface is explored. However, high temperatures can be used to overcome these 

large energy barriers. 

Molecular dynamics is often used for sampling the conformational space of large 

molecular systems.  It can be especially useful when using a starting geometry from 

experimental data, i.e. X-ray crystal structures. The main disadvantage to this method is 

the need for very high temperatures to overcome large energy barriers, and relatively 

short time scales (on the order of 10-100 ns). 

2.9 Geometry Optimization Methods 

The methods previously discussed are used to optimize the geometry of a given 

molecular system.
52

 These systems are optimized to an equilibrium geometry. These 

states are important to determine molecular properties. There are many computational 

methods and tools available to determine this minimum-energy geometry. Only a brief 

introduction to the material will be discussed, and any further reading will be the 

responsibility of the reader.  

 The molecular wave function is a function of the nuclear coordinates of a given 

molecular system. This means that all geometries of a molecule will generate a different 

wave function, and each wave function will produce a different energy. These energies 

can be used to create a multi-dimensional surface for the potential energy of a system 

called the potential energy surface (PES). Geometry optimization methods will search 

along the PES for a valley along the surface (where the energy of the system is lowest). 
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This energy minimum will give the best approximation to the ground-state molecular 

properties such as energy. 

 Minima along the potential energy surface represent low energy structures for the 

molecular system.
52, 53

 A transition state is a high-energy conformation between two 

minima along the PES, and the energy difference between minima and transition state is 

the energy barrier for the reaction. These transition structures are more difficult to obtain 

compared to minima, as they are saddle points on the potential energy surface. They are 

first-order saddle points, as the PES is a maximum in one direction and a minimum in all 

other directions.  

2.9.1 Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-Newton Method 

The Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-Newton (STQN) method
53

 uses a linear 

approach to classify transition states. It will converge efficiently on the transition 

structure, provided reliable reactant and product structures are available. It is also helpful 

if a transition state guess is provided from experimental data. This enables only a small 

portion of the PES to be explored and greatly reduces computational time required. 

2.9.2 Ultrafine Grids 

Two-electron integrals are calculated using numerical integration grids. Smaller 

grids (fine grids) are used by default, with a minimal number of points required to be 

sufficiently accurate. The number of points can be increased by using ultrafine grids to 

provide a greater accuracy in systems with many tetrahedral centers and larger, floppy 

potential energy surfaces with low frequency modes.  
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2.10 ONIOM  

 One of the main goals in computational chemistry is to find a proper balance 

between accuracy of computed results and computational cost.
54-57

 Ideally, high-accuracy 

methods (i.e. density-functional theory) would be used to model very large systems, but 

this is not practical within the limits of computational resources available. This restricts 

the number of biochemically-relevant systems available for study.  

 “Our own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular Mechanics” 

(ONIOM) is a method developed by Morokuma and coworkers.
54, 57-61

 It allows highly-

accurate methods to be applied to the chemically-relevant part of a system (i.e. the active 

site of an enzyme, where bonds are breaking and forming) and allows the rest of the 

system to be treated at the molecular mechanics level. It does this by allowing the user to 

define several “layers” and these layers are treated at differing levels of theory.  

 The high layer is used to define the area of the system where bond breaking and 

formation occur and is known as the ‘model’ system. The low layer consists of the entire 

molecule and is treated at a low level of theory, such as molecular mechanics or a semi-

empirical method. It is known as the ‘real’ system.  

 ONIOM approximates the energy of the real system as a combination of both 

layers: 

 

EONIOM = Elow(R) + Ehigh(M) − Elow(M)                              (2.60) 

 

This means that the energy of the entire system can be regarded as being the energy of 

the real system at low level of theory [Elow(R)] added to the energy of the model system 
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at high level of theory [Ehigh(M)] with the energy of the model system at low level of 

theory subtracted [Elow(M)]. This method greatly reduces computational resources 

required to accurately model large biochemically-important systems.  

 This model raises an interesting issue: what happens when bonds are cut between 

real and model systems (for example, in a carbon-carbon bond)? This would suggest one 

of the carbon atoms would be placed in the high layer and the other in the low layer, each 

treated with separate methods, and as tri-valent atoms. This issue is negated by the 

addition of link atoms (LA). These atoms are added to the atoms on the boundary of the 

model system (link atom connection, LAC) to satisfy any issues with valency, as shown 

in Figure 2.6. 

 

             

Figure 2.6 Image depicting the use of link atoms in between real and model systems.
62

 

 

 The ONIOM method can be used to perform geometry optimizations, compute 

energies, and predict vibrational frequencies; however, this method has the drawback of 

requiring each layer to be defined completely by the user. If the model system contains 

too many atoms, the calculations will be unnecessarily complex. If the model system 

does not include enough atoms, essential biochemical processes may not be modeled with 

desired accuracy.  
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2.11 Solvent Methods 

 All previously discussed methods occur in vacuo, meaning that the methods act 

on the isolated molecules in an ideal gas, and do not involve any solvent. Since many 

chemical and biological systems are not isolated from solvent, these types of gas phase 

calculations do not provide a realistic representation of many molecular systems.  

 The best way to model a chemical reaction would be using an explicit solvation 

model. This is done by introducing explicit solvent molecules to interact with the model 

system.
39

 This may be considered one of the more accurate solvent models, but it is 

computationally demanding. For instance, in the case of water, as each solvent molecule 

is added the size of the system increases by ten electrons. Even after the addition of ten 

water molecules, the system would become dramatically larger, and calculations on even 

small systems may not be computationally feasible.  

There are many ways to model solvation on model systems, but one of the more 

reliable methods is the implicit solvation model. This model places the molecule of 

interest in a spherical cavity inside the solvent with dielectric constant εr. An 

improvement on these simple models uses smaller spheres centered on top of each 

individual atom instead of a spherical cavity to represent the entire solute. This creates a 

much more physically reasonable cavity. 

 Once this step is finalized, the total energy of the system (solute and solvent) is 

calculated as: 

 

Etotal = Eelec + ENN + Eint + Epol                                  (2.61) 
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where E
elec

 is the electronic energy of the system, E
NN

 is the Coulombic repulsion of the 

nuclei, E
int

 is the solute-solvent interaction, and E
pol

 is the energy required to polarize the 

solvent.  
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3    MOLECULAR DOCKING OF PLASMODIUM 

FALCIPARUM FK506-BINDING PROTEIN 35 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 Malaria is a world-wide epidemic affecting nearly 250 million people each year.
28, 

63-66
 Of those afflicted, nearly one million are African children, and these cases nearly 

always result in death.
28

  It is a life-threatening disease caused by Plasmodium parasites. 

There are five types of malaria affecting humans; the most common and most deadly 

being Plasmodium vivax and Plasmodium falciparum, respectively. Symptoms of malaria 

include anemia, fever, headache, and nausea, and can be as severe as convulsions, coma, 

or death.
65

 

 Although human immunity reduces the risk of severe disease due to the parasite, 

it does not offer complete protection. The only reliable treatment, as with many diseases, 

is the persistent use of drugs, or anti-malarials. Chloroquine is the typical anti-malarial 

used in the treatment of P. vivax, P. ovale, P. malariae, and, up until the recent 

widespread resistance, P. falciparum.
67, 68

 Upon first being discovered, it went unused for 

a decade, as it was thought to be too toxic for human use. The main issue related to using 

chloroquine is the rapid and significant resistance developed by P. falciparum in recent 

years. This could possibly be due to mass drug administrations (MDAs).
69

   

As there has yet to be a viable vaccine for malaria,
70, 71

 the current treatment for all 

types of malaria is a potent combination of artemisinin-based combination therapy 

(ACTs).
64, 72, 73

 It is used for multi-drug resistant P. falciparum worldwide. Artemisinin 

and its derivatives can be administered orally or through intra-muscular injection, are fast 
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acting, and have a high likelihood of curing malaria. The parasites, however, have been 

slowly developing resistance to artemisinin and its derivatives in Cambodia and along the 

Thailand border. This has led to the recommendation that artemisinin-based 

monotherapies no longer be used and be exclusively replaced by ACTs.
74

 ACTs are 

typically a combination of artemisinin (or a derivative, i.e. dihydroartemisinin, 

artesunate, etc.) and a drug from a different class (mefloquine, piperaquine, etc.). This 

has led to a reduced likelihood of developing resistance.  

There are several issues with the current method of treatment for malaria: the drugs 

are non-specific (often treating malaria as well as a variety of other diseases), the drugs 

can be very toxic to humans, and the parasites can develop a resistance to the drugs after 

a short period of time.
75

 Another fear is that certain drugs that treat malaria have similar 

mechanisms of action in the parasite. This is a serious concern; if the parasite develops 

resistance to one drug’s mechanism of action, it could be resistant to several others. This 

highlights the need for a novel malaria treatment, and the investigation of peptidyl-prolyl 

cis/trans isomerases may offer new insight. 

Peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerases (PPIases) are a powerful enzyme superfamily 

capable of the rapid interconversion of cis and trans amide bonds in proteins and 

peptides.
76-78

 Although this group of enzymes was believed to be the only biocatalyst 

whose sole purpose is the cis/trans interconversion of peptide bonds, new discoveries 

show that PPIases are also involved in such cellular processes as apoptosis or protein 

synthesis. These enzymes are present in many forms of life, ranging from bacteria to 

mammals. They are also found in all intracellular compartments and are not tissue 
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specific. Without the help from PPIase activity, proteins would fold improperly, take too 

long to fold, or never fold at all.
76

 

 Fk506-binding proteins (FKBPs) are the largest and most varied of the PPIases.
76-

78
 Containing between 107 and 580 amino acids, they can contain between one and four 

domains with isomerase activity. Every FKBP has a FKBP12 binding domain, which is 

homologous to FKBP12 found in the human body (hFKBP12). This well-known domain 

is made from a five-strand β-sheet with an alpha helix that forms the binding site for 

Fk506 (tacrolimus) and rapamycin. Tacrolimus is a small molecule that binds reversibly 

to FKBPs and inhibits isomerase activity. The mechanism by which hFKBP12 isomerizes 

proline residues in peptide chains has now been determined.
79-82

 

The FKBP of particular interest to this work is FKBP35, commonly found in P. 

vivax and P. falciparum (PvFKBP35 and PfFKBP35, respectively). Due to the increasing 

anti-malarial resistance in these species in particular, FKBP inhibition is a novel concept 

for this issue: if the FKBPs can be inhibited and prevented from performing their 

isomerase activity, essential malarial proteins would not fold properly and the parasite 

would cease normal function and die. An important issue with this approach is: if the 

drugs inhibit FKBP35, what prevents them from inhibiting human FKBPs as well? It has 

recently been suggested that the hFKBP12 domain present in all FKBPs is noticeably 

absent from FKBP35 (Figure 3.1).
83, 84

 His87 and Ile90 present in hFKBP12 are replaced 

by cysteine and serine in Plasmodium FKBP35 active site (Cys106/Ser109 and 

Cys105/Ser108 in PfFKBP35 and PvFKBP35, respectively). This implies that one active 

site could be selectively inhibited, while leaving the other unaffected. The next step in 
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this process would be to determine how different substrates interact in each active site 

and comparing these results using docking methods. 

3.2 Docking Study 

 The emphasis of this work is, ultimately, to find the ideal drug candidate that will 

inhibit PvFKBP35 and PfFKBP35 enzymes while having little affect on the hFKBP12 

enzyme. This can be explored through the implementation of docking studies. 

Docking studies allow the comparison between different substrates binding into 

the active site of a given enzyme. Using these methods, a variety of known available 

substrates (Figure 3.2)
50

 can be docked into the active site of PvFKBP35, PfFKBP35, 

and hFKBP12 (PDB code: 3IHZ, 2VN1, 1FKJ, respectively).
84-86

 For additional 

completeness, the substrates were also docked into the active site of hFKBP12 with 

bound FKBP-rapamycin-associated protein (FRAP, PDB code: 1FAP).
87

 These active 

sites with bound natural substrates are outlined in Figure 3.1. This enzyme was included 

as these substrates would be expected to bind favourably into this active site as well as 

the active sites discussed previously. This additional enzyme complex has been included 

to verify docking methods: rapamycin and its derivatives would be expected to bind more 

favourably to the Fk506-binding domain and FRAP (FKBD+FRAP) than FKBP alone, 

and this should be reflected in the docking scores. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3.1 Active site illustrations for (a) hFKBP12, (b) hFKBP12+FRAP, (c) 

PvFKBP35, and (d) PfFKBP35. All active sites have bound Fk506 (blue) or rapamycin 

(red). Active site residues are outlined around the substrate. Purple residues represent the 

FRAP complex interacting with rapamycin. Residues without hashed lines represent 

nonpolar contact residues and hashed line represent hydrogen bonding residues. Residues 
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marked with “A” or “B” belong to the “A” or “B” peptide chain. These active sites were 

used as receptors for the docking of various macrocycles. 

 

For the best results, a particular substrate would give a very large negative 

(strongly binding) score when docked to parasitic enzymes with a non-binding or weakly-

binding (large positive) score when docked to human enzymes. This would suggest a 

substrate could selectively inhibit PfFKBP35 and PvFKBP35 and could be used as a 

starting point for drug discovery while having little effect on the human isomerases. The 

substrates used for docking to the active sites are shown below, as several of these 

compounds have shown inhibitory responses to differing isomerases and are derivatives 

of previously synthesized drug candidates.
84

 The goal of this study is to discover a 

substrate that binds very strongly with PvFKBP35 or PfFKBP35 while having very little 

or no binding affinity for the active site of hFKBP12. This work could be used to find 

exploitable differences in the protein active sites to be used in further drug development. 

Comparisons of binding scores of ligands between different proteins happen very 

little in the described work. Much of the work described is the comparison of qualitative 

docking scores of ligands within certain proteins, which has been shown to be 

acceptable.
88-90

 This work does not attempt to compare binding scores of specific ligands 

across proteins. The only comparisons between proteins are overall qualitative trends (i.e. 

Fk506 and its derivatives bind stronger than rapamycin and its derivatives, etc.), stating 

that changes in binding affinity of ligands within proteins is consistent across all proteins 

used. In this work, we are concerned with the overall qualitative trend, not with the 

absolute binding score. 
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(a)    (b)    (c) 

 

(d)    (e)    (f)   

 

(g)    (h)    (i)   

 

(j)    (k)    (l)   
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(m) 

Figure 3.2 Substrates used in docking study: (a) Fk506, (b) Fk520, (c) 13-dM(Me)-

Fk520, (d) 18-OH-Fk520, (e) 13-dM(Me)-18-OH-Fk520, (f) rapamycin, (g) ILS-920, (h) 

WYE-592, (i) WAY-179639, (j) prolylrapamycin, (k) desmethylrapamycin, (l) 

desmethoxyrapamycin, and (m) 40-Sub-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrorapamycin. These substrates 

were docked into the active sites of hFKBP12, hFKBP12+FRAP, PvFKBP35 and 

PfFKBP35 and the docking scores compared. The red and blue sections of the figure 

represent the modifications made to the substrate. 

 

3.3 Computational Methods 

All substrates outlined in Figure 3.2 were docked into the active sites of 

hFKBP12, hFKBP12 binding domain and bound FRAP (FKBD+FRAP), PvFKBP35 and 

PfFKBP35 (Figure 3.1, PDB codes: 1FKJ, 1FAP, 3IHZ, and 2VN1, respectively).
84-87

 

The active site was defined in all enzyme systems as the residues directly interacting with 

the bound Fk506 substrate. This gives the docked substrates a very small active site 

volume, and allows for very fast docking into the chosen active site. 

All molecular docking calculations were performed with the FRED receptor software 

developed by OpenEye Scientific.
50

 The scoring function used for the FRED receptor 

software was Chemgauss3, also developed by OpenEye Scientific.
51, 91

 The FRED 
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receptor program has been shown to be a reliable docking method for quickly binding 

various substrates into different enzymes.
88, 92

 The ChemGauss3 scoring function can 

accurately predict binding modes and qualitatively predict binding strength for competing 

substrates.
51, 91

 This scoring function is used as a simplified protein-ligand binding energy 

which has been shown to be a reasonable approximation to experiment.
91, 92

 

A high quality potential was generated for the active site for all four enzymes in 

the docking study. All substrates were built using Fk506 and rapamycin as a template 

with functional group changes performed using the Avogadro graphical interface.
93

 

Although all substrates are rigid macrocycles, all rotatable bonds were allowed to 

optimize with respect to the active site. All amino acids near the active sites were 

‘tweaked’ to maximize hydrogen bonding potential. When residues are ‘tweaked, this 

allows all terminal rotatable bonds (alcohols, thiols, etc.) to change their geometry to 

optimize available hydrogen bonds between active site and docked substrate. All 

crystallographic waters were included as part of the protein.  This docking method has 

been used previously with considerable success.
51, 88, 92, 94

  

3.4 Results and Discussion 

The results of the docking study are tabulated in Table 3.1. Comparatively, more 

negative scores indicate more stabilizing forces and better binding. It is noted that while 

these values are likely not quantitatively accurate (due to differing substrate-protein 

interactions), they likely provide a correct qualitative ordering of the ligands tested.
51, 88, 

92, 94
 Some important comparisons can be made between substrates. 
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Substrate hFKBP12 PvFKBP35 PfFKBP35 

 FKBD FKBD+FRAP FKBD FKBD 

Fk506 -25.21 -87.53 -110.06 -103.41 

Fk520 -24.32 -89.07 -104.56 -102.37 

13-dM(Me)-Fk520 -24.74 -91.97 -110.93 -100.65 

18-OH-FK520 -24.32 -89.07 -104.56 -102.37 

13-dM(Me)-18-OH-Fk520 -24.74 -91.97 -110.93 -100.65 

Rapamycin -1.93 -150.17 -33.24 -33.64 

ILS-920 34.24 -120.09 -67.28 -10.74 

WYE-592 34.24 -120.09 -67.28 -10.74 

WAY-179639 -1.93 -150.17 -33.24 -33.64 

Prolylrapamycin -3.11 -148.29 -24.73 -28.52 

Desmethylrapamycin -4.16 -153.67 -29.56 -32.93 

Desmethoxyrapamycin -3.17 -149.70 -31.61 -35.30 

40-Sub-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrorapamycin -3.17 -149.70 -31.61 -35.30 

Table 3.1 Results obtained from docking study of various substrates into the Fk506-

binding domain (FKBD) of hFKBP12, PvFKBP35, PfFKBP35, as well as the binding 

domain of hFKBP12 with the FKBP12-rapamycin-associated protein (FRAP). A strong 

interaction between substrate and receptor is shown with a large negative docking score 

while weakly or non-interacting substrates will have a positive docking score. 
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3.4.1 Docking Study for hFKBP12 

As seen in Table 3.1, the substrates that bind strongest in the Fk506-binding 

domain (FKBD) of hFKBP12 are Fk506 and its derivatives. All derivatives have similar 

docking scores, while Fk506 is given the best score. This implies that the deviations 

made to Fk506 are less favourable for inhibition than the original substrate. Identical 

binding scores of -24.32 are given for Fk520 and 18-OH-Fk520. For 13-dM(Me)-Fk520 

and 13-dM(Me)-18-OH-Fk520, both have binding scores of -24.74. The marginal 

differences in binding score imply that the addition of an alcohol group at carbon 18 or 

the presence of a vinyl group at carbon 21 does not provide a significant improvement for 

inhibition through hydrogen bonds or sterics. 

Rapamycin and its derivatives bind less favourably than Fk506, as to be expected. 

ILS-920 and WYE-592 have identical binding scores of 34.24, which would imply that 

the change from alkane to alkene would have no effect on inhibition; however, it is 

important to remember that the Chemgauss3 scoring function only takes into account 

heavy atoms (except in the cases for hydrogen bond donor/acceptor). This means there is 

little difference for docking for an sp
3
 or sp

2
 carbon. For this same reason, identical 

scores are given to desmethoxyrapamycin and 40-Sub-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrorapamycin (-

3.17). Lastly, rapamycin and WAY-179639 have identical scores (-19.3), suggesting the 

addition of an epoxide has little effect on inhibition. The trends for substrates with 

identical scores are mirrored for all enzymes used in the docking study. 
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3.4.2 Docking Study for hFKBP12+FRAP 

 Rapamycin and Fk506 are both immunosuppressive drugs that can bind to 

FKBP12 and inhibit its PPIase activity. The rapamycin-FKBP12 complex can bind with 

the FKBP12-rapamycin-associated protein (FRAP, PDB code: 1FAP) in humans. This 

will cause cell-cycle arrest. Rapamycin will bind into a hydrophobic binding pocket of 

both FKBP12 and FRAP, forming a dimer. 

 Rapamycin binds much more favourably with FKBD+FRAP than Fk506 (-150.17 

compared to -87.53); this is expected, as it has been experimentally shown that the 

Fk506-FKBP12 complex will not bind FRAP. This is shown through the comparatively 

low docking score. The best substrate to bind and inhibit the FKBD+FRAP is 

desmethylrapamycin with a docking score of -153.67, suggesting that the substitution of a 

methyl group for the ether at carbon 42 improves binding affinity, and the addition of the 

bulky groups at carbon 19 lowers binding affinity, as with ILS-920 and WYE-592 (-

120.09).  

3.4.3 Docking Study for PvFKBP35 and PfFKBP35  

 Docking all substrates into the active sites of PvFKBP35 and PfFKBP35 yields 

comparative results. In both enzymes, Fk506 and its derivatives have better scores than 

rapamycin and its derivatives, with Fk506 being the best inhibitor for both enzymes with 

a docking score of -110.06 and -103.41, respectively. One anomaly was found while 

docking ILS-920 and WYE-592 to both enzymes. The docking scores of ILS-920 and 

WYE-592 are far more favourable than rapamycin in PvFKBP35 (-67.28 compared to -

33.24), while the same substrates are far less favourable than rapamycin in PfFKBP35 (-
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10.74 compared to -33.64). While these active sites are conserved, there is evidence to 

suggest that the PvFKBP35 active site can favourably accommodate a bulky group at 

carbon 19 while this is detrimental for inhibition of PfFKBP35.  

3.5 Conclusions 

Of particular interest is the difference in docking score for ILS-920 and WYE-592 in 

the Plasmodium FKBP35 enzymes. The current work suggests PfFKBP35 cannot 

favourably accommodate a bulky group on carbon 19, while this addition seems to 

improve inhibition for PvFKBP35. It is also important to note the change from rapamycin 

to ILS-920 or WYE-592 (the addition of a nitrosobenzylated moiety) in hFKBP12 results 

in a decrease in docking score. This would suggest the addition of a bulky moiety on 

carbon 19 could lead to novel inhibitors of P. vivax without negatively affecting the most 

common Homo sapiens Fk506-binding protein binding domain. These results provide 

insight into the molecular interactions that in turn may be important for the development 

of anti-malaria drugs. 
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4 COMPUTATIONAL INSIGHTS INTO THE SUICIDE 

INHIBITION OF PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM FK506-

BINDING PROTEIN 35 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Malaria (genus Plasmodium) is a mosquito-borne parasite effecting millions of 

people each year in Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and South America.
63, 69, 73, 75

 Plasmodium 

falciparum and Plasmodium vivax are by far the most common strains of malaria, with 

Plasmodium falciparum being the most virulent.
66, 84, 95-98

 Female Anopheles mosquitoes 

transmit the parasite from host to host. This allows sporozoites to travel through the 

blood stream of the host to the liver, where they reproduce asexually and continues to 

infect red blood cells. The asexual reproduction continues until the red blood cells lyse 

and infect other red blood cells. The new parasites are ready for uptake upon subsequent 

mosquito meals to be transferred to a new host.  Common symptoms of malaria include 

headaches, anemia, nausea, recurring fever and chills, which can, if untreated, lead to the 

death of the infected individual.
65

 

The available treatment for malaria has been a growing concern in the 20
th

 and 21
st
 

centuries, as the parasites have been developing an increased immunity to the currently 

used drugs.
99

 A common treatment for malaria is artemisinin-combination therapy 

(ACT), a potent mix of anti-malarials such as amodiaquine, lumefantrine, and 

pyrimethamine 
64, 72-74

. This combination of anti-malarials lowers the risk of parasitic 

immunity to one specific drug; however, parasites have been observed that show 
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immunity to many of the presently used drugs.
99, 100

 This concern over growing immunity 

has inspired an interest into research focusing on novel anti-malarials.  

The use of anti-malarials to target an enzyme superfamily present in all forms of 

life, peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerases (PPIases),
76-78

 will be discussed. In particular, 

the Fk506-binding proteins (FKBPs)
76-78

 are the focus of this study. FKBPs are 

responsible for the cis/trans interconversion in peptide chains for protein folding and 

without them nascent peptide chains would fold improperly or take too long to fold, 

resulting in cell death. The natural substrate for FKBPs is tacrolimus (Fk506) and is 

shown in Figure 4.1.
101

 It has been proposed that inhibition of this enzyme in vivo would 

deform the enzyme, prohibit the enzymatic isomerase activity, and prevent the parasite 

from surviving.
95

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Fk506 (tacrolimus), the natural substrate of Fk506-binding proteins. 

 

While different types of inhibition exist suicide inhibition is a form of enzyme 

inhibition where a covalent bond is formed between substrate and enzyme.
102, 103

 This 

covalent bond forms an irreversible product complex during the normal catalysis reaction 
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to form an inhibitor-enzyme complex. This causes the enzyme to be unable to release the 

newly-formed product and thus unable to continue its function as an enzyme.
104

  

Suicide inhibition is used in rational drug design where extensive information is 

known about substrate binding or the catalytic mechanism for a chosen enzyme. With this 

information, a novel substrate can be synthesized similar to natural substrates with slight 

variation. These changes can be exploited to form covalent bonds between a novel 

substrate and enzyme.
105

  

In this work, suicide inhibition will be used to explore new possible treatments for 

malaria. The PPIases that will be investigated are human FKBP12 (hFKBP12) as well as   

PfFKBP35 and PvFKBP35 found in Plasmodium falciparum and Plasmodium vivax, 

respectively. It is noted that these three enzymes have highly conserved active sites.
83, 84, 

96, 97
 While this makes it particularly difficult to specifically target a particular enzyme it 

is important to realize that the parasitic enzymes have a cysteine amino acid residue (for 

instance Cys106 in PfFKBP35) in place of the histidine found in hFKBP12 (i.e., His87) 

(Figure 4.2).
84, 95

 This subtle difference opens up the possibility of using this cysteine 

residue as a nucleophile to form a covalent bond between the enzyme and substrate, 

preventing the enzyme from performing its isomerase function. This can be achieved by 

adding an electrophile such as a Michael acceptor to position 42 on the natural substrate, 

Fk506.
95, 101

 Notably, this Michael acceptor can act as an electrophile for the nearby 

cysteine in the parasitic enzymes. This bond would not be formed in hFKBP12 as 

histidine cannot act as a nucleophile. While the cysteine residue is found in both 

PvFKBP35 and PfFKBP35, only Plasmodium falciparum is a valid target for this 
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approach, as the cysteine is involved in a disulfide bridge in PvFKBP35 and therefore 

unable to act as a nucleophile. 

 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 4.2 Active sites of (a) PfFKBP35 with bound Fk506, showing important cysteine 

and tyrosine residues, and (b) hFKBP12 with bound Fk506, showing histidine and 

tyrosine residues. 

 

This work aims to answer the question: provided there was a substrate with an 

appropriately positioned electrophile, could Cys106 perform a nucleophilic attack and 

form a covalent bond with the natural substrate? This type of targeted covalent inhibition 

has been achieved with a cysteine residue in a major oncology drug target.
106

 This 

approach modeled a quinazoline inhibitor and added an electrophile to form a covalent 

bond with the cysteine residue. This form of suicide inhibition has been repeated with 
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other endogenous cysteine residues in various enzyme systems with positive results.
44, 59, 

99, 107, 108
 Tacrolimus is already approved by the FDA for human use

109
, so if this rational 

drug design approach is valid, it could be a relatively cheap and safe alternate treatment 

for malarial infection. 

4.2 Computational Methods 

 The molecular operating environment (MOE)
110

 program was used for model 

preparation, energy minimization and assessment of the generated trajectories. Molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the NAMD program.
111

 

4.2.1 Molecular Dynamics and Model Preparation 

 The Fk506-FKBP35 X-ray crystal structure from Plasmodium falciparum was 

used for all calculations (PDB ID: 2VN1).
86

 Protonate3D was used to add hydrogen 

atoms to the crystal structure.
112

 The system was solvated using a 7 Å spherical layer of 

water molecules. An MD simulation was then performed for 11 ns on the solvated 

system. As noted above, MD simulations were performed using the NAMD program to 

obtain the trajectories.
111

 A constant temperature of 300 K and a time step of 0.5 fs were 

used with the AMBER99
113

 force field for the simulation. From the trajectories the 

RMSD of the substrate and active site were then calculated with respect to the structure at 

t=0. These RMSDs where then clustered into 5 groups. An average structure from the 

most populated cluster was then energy minimized and then used as the starting structure 

for subsequent QM/MM calculation (see below). The minimization was done using the 

AMBER99
113

 force field until the root mean square gradient of the energy fell below 1 
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kcal mol
-1

 Å
-1

. It is noted that similar protocols have been previously successfully 

implemented.
114, 115

  

4.2.2 QM/MM Modeling 

 The Gaussian 09 program
116

 was used for all two-layer ONIOM
54, 58-61, 108, 117-119 

QM/MM calculations. Structures were optimized at the ONIOM(B3LYP/6-

31G(d):AMBER96) level of theory in the mechanical embedding (ME) formalism.
44, 107, 

120-122
 The transition state geometry was calculated using the opt=ts keyword in Gaussian 

after calculating force constants with an initial guess at the transition state geometry. 

Frequency calculations at this level of theory were done to verify the nature of the 

stationary points on the PES as well as to obtain Gibbs energy corrections. Single point 

energies for stationary points on the PES were obtained at the ONIOM(B3LYP/6-

311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96) level of theory with electronic embedding and Gibbs energy 

corrections added (see above).
44, 107, 120-122

 The AMBER force field used contained all 

necessary parameters for the calculations, while any additional parameters required due 

to truncating the protein or splitting the high and low layers in the ONIOM model have 

been supplemented by the generalized AMBER force field (GAFF). 

 Using the minimized structure obtained from the MD simulations, a QM/MM 

model was generated. From this model, the Michael-acceptor is added to carbon 42, as 

shown in Figure 4.3. The QM layer includes a large portion of the Fk506 substrate 

(including the Michael acceptor), the R-group of a nearby tyrosine residue (Tyr101), and 

the R-group of the cysteine to be used as nucleophile (Cys106). The MM layer includes all 

residues that surround the QM layer and all water molecules that interact with the QM 
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layer. To maintain the structure of the active site, all α-carbons within the backbone of 

the protein were held fixed at their MM-optimized positions. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.3 (a) The QM/MM model used to investigate the suicide inhibition of 

PfFKBP35 with modified Fk506 substrate. (b) Schematic representation of the QM/MM 
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model: groups in the inner and outer circles have been modeled at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) 

and AMBER96 levels of theory, respectively. Residues written in black are included in 

the MM layer entirely, residues in red only have their peptide backbone included, and 

residues in blue represent the remainder of Fk506 not included in the QM region. The 

superscript “A” and “B” denote to which chain the residue belongs. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The reactant complex, transition state, and product complex for the above 

calculations with bond lengths of interest are shown in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and 

Figure 4.6. 

The optimized reactant complex (Figure 4.4) confirms the nearby Cys109 is in a 

position to interact with the modified Michael acceptor. The cysteinyl sulfur has an 

interatomic bond distance of 3.76 Å from the terminal end of the Michael acceptor 

r(SCys
…Cβ). The hydrogen atom to be transferred to the carbonyl of the Michael acceptor 

has r(HCys
…S) of 1.34 Å and r(HCys

…O) of 2.37 Å. This moiety likely forms a hydrogen 

bond between cysteine and the Michael acceptor with a feasible interatomic distance to 

allow for bond formation. For the allylic ketone functional group in the Michael acceptor 

being attacked, the vinyl bond length r(Cβ
…Cα) and alpha carbon-carbonyl bond length 

r(Cα
…C) are 1.34 Å and 1.48 Å, respectively. The combination of the carbonyl and 

allene functional groups lead to a slightly shorter than typical C-C bond length between 

all three sp
2
 hybridized carbons. In the case of the carbonyl (C=O) bond length it is 

calculated to be 1.23 Å, which corresponds to a typical length for such a bond.
123

 Because 
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this is the reactant complex the single point energy with Gibbs thermal corrections is set 

0.0 kJ/mol. The energies of all other stationary points on the PES are relative to this 0.0 

kJ/mol. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 The reactant complex for modified Fk506 bound into the active site of 

PfFKBP35. 

 

 The transition state is representative of the bond formation between the cysteinyl 

sulfur and the terminal end of the Michael acceptor while simultaneously transferring a 

proton from the cysteinyl thiol to the carbonyl group of the Michael acceptor (Figure 

4.5). As r(SCys
…Cβ) shortens to 2.31 Å, r(SCys

…HCys) lengthens to 1.50 Å. 

Concomitantly, a proton transfers to the forming enolate, where r(HCys
…O) shortens to 

1.42 Å. For this transition state an imaginary frequency of i931.89 cm
–1

 is obtained that 
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corresponds to the simultaneous sulfur-carbon bond formation and proton transfer. The 

Gibbs energy for this step relative to the reactant complex was found to be 91.3 kJ/mol.  

 

Figure 4.5 The transition state for the nucleophilic addition of cysteine to the modified 

Fk506 substrate. 

 

 Upon product complex formation (Figure 4.6), the sulfur-carbon bond has formed 

with r(SCys
…Cβ) shortening to 1.87 Å while complete proton transfer from the cysteine 

residue to the carbonyl oxygen forming an alcohol has occurred (i.e.,  r(HCys
…O) = 0.98 

Å). Upon sulfur-vinyl bond formation, r(Cβ
…Cα) elongates to 1.51 Å, which is to be 

expected as the beta carbon changes from sp
2
 hybridized to sp

3
 hybridized. This forces 

r(Cα
…C) to shorten to 1.35 Å as it changes from a single bond to a double bond, and 

r(C…O) to elongate as it changes from a carbonyl group to an alcohol. This final product 

complex has a Gibbs energy of 6.7 kJ/mol when compared to the reactant complex. Thus, 

at standard conditions the reaction is slightly endergonic. 
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Figure 4.6 The product complex formed after the nucleophilic addition of cysteine to the 

modified Fk506 substrate. 

 

 Overall from this mechanistic pathway shows that suicide inhibition using 

cysteine as a nucleophile could be a valid direction for malaria treatment. The work 

performed could act as a proof of concept, showing how macrocycles of varying size and 

structure could be modified with different electrophiles to perform suicide inhibition. 

This method could have a few concerns, namely the issue of stability and synthesis of the 

modified substrate, the nucleophilicity of Cys106, the electrophilicity of the Michael 

acceptor, and the toxicity of the Michael acceptor. This method does not discuss the 

stability of the modified Fk506, or the synthetic plausibility of this modification, as the 

addition of the Michael acceptor at carbon 42 would be difficult. What is important, 

however, is that macrocycles that would fit into both active sites (such as derivatives of 
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rapamycin and Fk506)
95

 could be modified with various electrophilic functional groups 

to further exploit this active site difference.  

 As for the nucleophile, endogenous cysteines have been used for suicide 

inhibition in a variety of reactions and enzymes.
124-128

 The nucleophile could also be 

modified through deprotonation of the cysteine to further strengthen the formed covalent 

bond. Considering the electrophile, a derivative of the chosen Michael acceptor (3-buten-

2-one) has been shown to have greater reactivity than its aldehyde or ester equivalents, 

with a predicted log K of 3.51 when reacted with glutathione.
129

 This structure also has a 

log EC of -4.51 for Tetrahymena pyriformis after 48 hour exposure, indicating this 

Michael acceptor has a comparatively smaller toxicity than other similar Michael 

acceptors (1-penten-3-one, 1-hexen-3-one, and 1-octen-3-one have comparable log K and 

log EC values).
129

 This Michael acceptor would also be anchored to a large natural 

product, limiting its ability to react in tight protein pockets. 

Further concerns arise with respect to the toxicity of the Michael acceptor.
130

 As 

electrophilic agents, certain Michael acceptors can form covalent bonds with DNA and 

proteins, causing carcinogenicity.
131

 This would cause a serious issue with modifying a 

tacrolimus substrate with an extremely reactive Michael acceptor; however, similar 

Michael acceptors have been used as a treatment for cancer.
127

 It has also been shown 

that endogenous cysteinyl thiols can prevent carcinogenesis when reacting with certain 

Michael acceptors. This places further emphasis on the choice of Michael acceptor being 

crucial in the inhibition of PfFKBP35.  

4.4  Conclusion 
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The work performed explores the possibility for new potent anti-malarials. Using 

the natural substrate as a potential drug molecule, a Michael acceptor is added to the 

carbon 42 position. This substrate modification allows for a nucleophilic attack from a 

nearby cysteine residue present only in Plasmodium FKBPs. The formation of a covalent 

bond between enzyme active site and substrate will permanently inactivate the enzyme 

from performing its isomerase function.  

This process has been shown to have a Gibbs energy change of 91.3 kJ/mol and 

the product complex formed has a Gibbs energy change of 6.7 kJ/mol. This work 

suggests suicide inhibition by the addition of an electrophile to a macrocycle in a position 

to interact with the nucleophilic cysteine could be a feasible pathway to novel anti-

malarials. 
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5    THE CATALYTIC FORMATION OF LEUKOTRIENE C4: A 

CRITICAL STEP IN INFLAMMATORY PROCESSES 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 First discovered in 1938, leukotrienes are known to play a key role in smooth 

muscle contraction.
132-139

 In particular, the cysteinyl leukotrienes (cys-LTs; Figure 

5.1), comprised of leukotriene C4 (LTC4) and its metabolite derivatives D4 and E4, 

have been shown to have critical roles in a broad range of allergic diseases. For 

instance, these biologically-active small molecules are involved in 

bronchoconstriction during asthma attacks and the slow, painful constriction of 

smooth muscle.
133

 Importantly, therapeutic intervention in the biosynthesis or 

bioactivity of cys-LTs has been shown to provide a means of alleviating a broad 

range of allergic diseases.
140-143

 For instance in mouse models the disruption of 

leukotriene synthesis reduced antigen-induced inflammation in lung cells.
144-146

 

LTC4 is enzymatically synthesized in humans by leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S, 

EC 4.4.1.20)
147

 via the conjugation of a glutathione
148

 (GSH) and leukotriene A4 

(LTA4). Notably, given its central role in cys-LT biochemistry, it has been 

proposed
135, 136, 138

 that inhibition of LTC4S is a viable solution to the treatment of 

asthma and inflammatory responses. 
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                       (a)                                                          (b) 

 

                                                       (c) 

 Figure 5.1 Schematic representations of leukotriene (a) C4, (b) D4 and (c) E4. 

 

While the exact catalytic mechanism of LTC4S still remains unknown, experiment 

has provided some insight. In particular, previous X-ray crystal structures
29, 30 

have 

shown that LTC4S exists as a trimer, where the active site is formed at the interface of 

two of the three monomers. Moreover, nine amino acid residues from two subunits are 

involved in binding glutathione within the active site. A site-directed mutagenesis 

study
146

 suggested that of these, an arginine residue (Arg104) was critical. In particular, it 

was suggested that its guanidinium side chain hydrogen bonds to the sulfur of GSH. 

Consequently, it is able to facilitate activation of the GSH, deprotonation of its thiol by 
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stabilizing the resulting thiolate and allowing it to act as a nucleophile. Unfortunately, 

there is presently no available X-ray crystal structure of an LTA4-bound LTC4S, likely 

due to the reactivity of LTA4.
11

 Nevertheless, based on the binding of the analogous 

hydrocarbon tail of dodecyl maltoside within LTC4S, a possible binding mode has been 

proposed for LTA4.
29, 30

 In particular, the hydrocarbon tail of dodecyl maltoside was 

observed to bind within a hydrophobic pocket. At the deepest point within this pocket it 

interacts with a tryptophan residue (Trp116) that presumably helps hold the ligand within 

the active site.
29, 30

 It has been suggested that if LTA4 were to bind in an analogous 

manner, a catalytically important arginine residue (Arg31) would be able to directly 

interact with its epoxy functional group.
143

 Furthermore, such an interaction would also 

orient the LTA4 substrate for nucleophilic attack at its C6 center by the thiolate of 

glutathione. Experimentally,
143

 substitution of Arg31 by glutamine and alanine reduced 

the rate of reaction by 70% and 88%, respectively, suggesting this residue plays an 

important role in substrate binding. Moreover, it was suggested that Arg31 protonates the 

forming alkoxide upon C-S bond formation (Figure 5.2).
143

 While such a proposal 

explains the observed stereochemistry of the product formed, the exact orientation of 

LTA4 within the active site as well as the catalytic involvement of Arg31 in LTC4S 

remains debated. For instance, both structural and mutational X-ray data obtained in the 

work of Haeggström and Funk
149 

have been inconclusive with respect to the involvement 

of Arg31. 

 Using a combination of computational methods, we have investigated both the 

binding of LTA4 and the catalytic mechanism of LTC4S.
139

 More specifically, docking of 

LTA4 within the active site has been done in order to gain a better understanding of its 
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possible binding modes. In addition, MD simulations have been performed to investigate 

the dynamics of the active site and key interactions that may be involved in the binding of 

both the LTA4 and GSH substrates. Lastly, using an ONIOM(QM/MM) approach the 

catalytic mechanism of LTC4S has been examined. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic of proposed
143

 catalytic architecture for the active site of 

leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) with glutathione and LTA4. 

 

5.2 Computational Methods 

 The molecular operating environment (MOE)
110

 program was used for model 

preparation, energy minimization and assessment of the generated trajectories. Molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the NAMD program.
111
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5.2.1 Docking 

 As a template the GSH-LTC4S X-ray crystal structure from Homo sapiens (PDB 

ID: 2PNO)
29

 was used.
139

 The LTA4 molecule was then docked within the active site 

using a Proxy Triangle
110, 150

 placement to form the reactant complex (i.e., LTC4S with 

bound GSH and LTA4). The generated poses were then scored using a London dG 

scoring function where the top thirty poses were kept.
151

 Of these thirty complexes, two 

conformations were kept that differed in the orientation of the substrate. The first was 

oriented such that the hydrocarbon tail was exposed to the solvent and the polar head was 

hydrogen bonding with Arg104, known as the ‘tail-to-head’ orientation (Figure 5.3a). The 

second pose had an orientation such that the polar head was exposed to the solvent and 

the hydrocarbon tail was in a hydrophobic pocket of the enzyme with its terminal carbon 

interacting with Trp116. Such a binding mode is very similar to that proposed by Molina et 

al.
30

 As noted in the introduction this is known as the ‘head-to-tail’ orientation (Figure 

5.3b). The ‘head-to-tail’ orientation was the top scoring pose from the dataset. Other 

conformations were rejected as being either simply variations of the top scoring pose or 

as being inappropriate for catalysis. For example, poses that contained long glutathione-

S
-
…C6 interatomic distances or epoxide geometries that do not allow the reaction to 

occur, and thus were excluded. In both orientations, the epoxide-Arg31 and glutathione–S
–

…C6 bond distances were appropriate for catalysis to give the expected products. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.3 Representation of the active site of LTC4S with LTA4 in the (a) ‘tail-to-head’ 

orientation and the (b) ‘head-to-tail’ orientation. Important residues such as Arg104, Arg31, 

glutathione (GSH) and LTA4 are shown. 
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5.2.2 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations  

 To solvate the systems, a 7 Å spherical layer of water molecules was used. MD 

simulations were then performed for each orientation in stages. The first stage was a MD 

simulation where the glutathione–S
–
…C6 interatomic distance was restrained to be 3.50 

Å. This was to ensure the LTA4 did not leave the active site before the amino acids could 

rearrange and accommodate the new molecule. This simulation was performed for 11 ns. 

The final structures from each simulation was energy minimized using the AMBER99
113

 

force field until the root mean square gradient of the energy fell below 1 kcal mol
-1

 Å
-1

. 

These optimized ‘head-to-tail’ and ‘tail-to-head’ complexes were then re-simulated for a 

period of 11 ns where the glutathione–S
–
…C6 restraint was removed. As noted above, 

MD simulations were performed using the NAMD program to obtain the trajectories.
111

 

A constant temperature of 300 K was used with the AMBER99
113

 force field for the 

simulation. A time step of 0.5 fs was used. From the trajectories the RMSD of the 

substrate and active site were then calculated with respect to the structure at t=0. These 

RMSDs where then clustered into 5 groups. An average structure from the most 

populated cluster was then energy minimized and these structures were then used as the 

starting structure for subsequent QM/MM calculation. Similar protocols have been 

previously successfully implemented. 
114, 115

 
38

 

5.2.3 QM/MM Calculations 

 The Gaussian 09 program
116

 was used for all two-layer ONIOM
54, 58-61, 108, 117-119 

QM/MM calculations. Structures were optimized at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d):AMBER96) level of theory in the mechanical embedding (ME) formalism.
44, 107, 
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120-122
 Frequency calculations at the same level of theory as the optimization were done to 

verify that transition states had a single imaginary frequency. Single point energies for 

reactants, products, and transition states were obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96)-ME level of theory.
44, 107, 120-122

 It is noted that the energies 

reported are electronic energies only. The AMBER force field used contained all 

necessary parameters for the calculations, while any additional parameters required due 

to truncating the protein or splitting the high and low layers in the ONIOM model have 

been supplemented by the generalized AMBER force field (GAFF). 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5.4 (a) The QM/MM model used to investigate the catalytic mechanism of 

leukotriene C4 synthase with ‘tail-to-head’-docked LTA4. (b) Schematic representation of 

the QM/MM model: groups in the inner and outer circles have been modeled at the 

ωB97X-D/6-31G(d) and AMBER96 levels of theory, respectively. Residues written in 

black are included in the MM layer entirely, residues in red only have their peptide 

backbone included, and residues in blue are the residues included as part of glutathione. 

The superscript “A” and “C” denote to which chain the residue belongs. 

 

 Using the optimized structure obtained from the unrestrained MD simulations (cf., 

above) a QM/MM model was generated. An example of this model for the ‘tail-to-head’ 

orientation is shown in Figure 5.4. The QM layer includes part of the leukotriene A4 

substrate (C1 through C10, the polar head, epoxide ring, and all attached hydrogen atoms), 

the cysteinyl moiety of glutathione, and the R-groups of Arg31 and Arg104. The MM layer 

includes all residues that surround the QM layer and all water molecules that interact with 
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the QM layer. To maintain the structure of the active site, all α-carbons within the 

backbone of the protein were held fixed at their MM-optimized positions. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 MD Simulations 

 For the MD simulations of the unrestrained ‘head-to-tail’ and ‘tail-to-head’ 

complexes we have used the trajectories to calculate the RMDSs of the substrate and 

active site residues with respect to the complex at t=0. The graphs of which are given in 

Figure 5.5.
139

   

 

 

Figure 5.5 Plots of calculated RMSD of the active site versus time (ps) obtained from 

MD simulations of LTC4S with glutathione bound and LTA4 bound in a ‘tail-to-head’ 

(red) or ‘head-to-tail’ (black) orientation. 
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 As seen above, there are vastly different results for the two orientations. In the 

case of ‘tail-to-head’ orientation the simulation appears to suggest that the active site 

remains stable over the course of the 11 ns simulation. This is interesting given that the 

tail of the substrate does not lie within the hydrophobic pocket of the active site. In 

particular, by 2 ns of the simulation we see very little deviation in the calculated RMSDs 

where it remains around a value of 1.29 with respect to the starting complex. Over the 

course of this simulation, r(glutathione–S
–…C6)Avg was 3.78 Å. This is a reasonable 

interatomic bond distance where these atoms could interact in a favorable way. In 

contrast, the MD simulation for the ‘head-to-tail’ orientation is erratic with an average 

RMSD of 3.32 and average r(glutathione–S
–…C6)Avg of 6.63 Å. In this model, after 

approximately 7.5 ns, the substrate effectively leaves the active site and as a result has a 

very long (as high as 9 Å) glutathione– S
–…C6 interatomic distance. As noted above this 

binding mode was similar to that proposed by Molina et al.
30

, where the tail of the 

substrate interacts with Trp116. It is noted that for the ‘head-to-tail’ model no interaction 

between the carboxylate head and Arg104 is formed. Such an interaction appears critical in 

proper placement of the substrate for catalysis. Thus, for the MD simulations it seems 

that the former orientation is more likely to lead to LTC4 synthesis. This model will be 

used for further QM/MM calculations. 

5.3.2 QM/MM Calculations for the 'Tail-To-Head’ Model  

 As noted in Computational Methods an average structure from the MD simulation 

for the ‘tail-to-head’ system was minimized and used as a model for the subsequent 

QM/MM calculation. Following optimizations, r(glutathione–S
–…C6) was found to be 
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3.78 Å (Figure 5.6a) which is the same as the average value of 3.78 Å observed during 

the MD simulations. With respect to the carboxylate head an average distance of 1.78 Å 

was calculated for r(CO2
–…Arg104

+
) suggesting a strong ionic interaction is formed. 

However, in the case of the epoxide group a weak interaction is formed with Arg31 where 

r(Arg31
+…O) was found to be 3.08 Å. To stabilize the anionic thiolate of GSH the 

guanidinium of Arg104 forms a hydrogen bond with a distance of 2.35 Å. Such an 

interaction is likely to affect the pKa of the cysteinyl moiety of glutathione enabling it to 

be deprotonated for catalysis. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.6 Optimized structures of (a) reactant, (b) transition state, and (c) product 

complexes of the ‘tail-to-head’ substrate orientation obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-

D/6-31G(d)//AMBER96)-ME level of theory with selected distances (in angstroms) and 

bond angles (in degrees) shown. 
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 The transition state for the nucleophilic attack of the GSH is shown in Figure 

5.6b. An imaginary harmonic frequency (i399.05 cm
–1

) representing the simultaneous 

epoxide ring opening to form a hydrogen bond with Arg31 and S–C bond formation was 

observed. As can be seen r(glutathione–S
–…C6) and r(Arg31

+…O) have become 

considerably shorter. In particular, for the former bond length a change of 1.03 Å is 

observed while for the latter a change of 1.50 Å is observed. In the case of the breaking 

C–O bond of the epoxide a lengthening of 0.53 Å is observed. This lengthening results in 

the increase of the C6-C5-O angle by 27.2º. With the forming C–S bond r(GSH
–

…Arg104
+
) was found to shorten slightly by 0.07 Å. However, for r(CO2

–…Arg104
+
) no 

significant change was observed. The relative energy of the TS to the reactant complexes 

was found to be 102.0 kJ mol
–1

. A possible explanation for this large, albeit not 

unreasonable, activation energy could be due to the loss of a formally-negative sulfur—

Arg104 hydrogen bond and the gain of a thioether—Arg104 hydrogen bond. The transition 

state also contains a long alkoxide—Arg31 hydrogen bond and requires the breaking of 

the Arg31 H-N bond. Thus at the current level of theory it appears that (for the ‘tail-to-

head’ orientation) following the binding of LTA4 and GSH the reaction would occur 

readily.  

 For the optimized product complex (Figure 5.6c) r(C…S) is 1.87 Å thus, 

indicating the formation of the C–S bond. Because of disappearance of the anionic 

thiolate r(GSH
–…Arg104

+
) has lengthened by 0.37 Å to a final length of 2.63 Å. With 

complete cleavage of the C–O bond of the epoxide the C6-C5-O angle is now 103.6º, 

however in the optimization of the product complex a proton on Arg31 is transferred to 

the alkoxide without barrier forming the alcohol. The relative energy of the product 
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complex with respect to the reactant complex was found to be -135.5 kJ mol
–1

. Thus, it 

appears that in the case of the ‘tail-to-head’ orientation S–C bond formation is 

energetically favourable.  

5.4 Conclusion 

For the leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) enzyme, docking, molecular dynamics 

simulations, and QM/MM methods were applied to investigate the orientation of 

leukotriene A4 (LTA4) binding to the active site with an already-bound glutathione, and 

to show a possible enzymatic pathway for leukotriene C4 (LTC4) synthesis. 

 The docking approach coupled with MD simulations showed two possible 

appropriate 3-dimensional structures for the binding of LTA4 to the active site of LTC4S. 

This structure had not previously been isolated, as LTC4 is quickly formed after binding. 

It shows that the ‘tail-to-head’ orientation of binding for LTA4 is preferred over the 

‘head-to-tail’ orientation. This result is likely due to the extra hydrogen bond formed 

between the polar head of LTA4 and Arg104. 

 The ONIOM QM/MM method was used to identify the reactant, product, and 

transition state complexes. The thiolate sulfur as part of the glutathione was found to be 

3.75 Å away from carbon 6 of LTA4 in the reactant complex. When these two atoms were 

brought closer to undergo the reaction, it forms the transition state complex with a 

thiolate-carbon 6 bond length of 2.75 Å. As the thiolate sulfur forms a bond with carbon 

6 of LTA4 (1.87 Å), the epoxide ring opens, forming an alkoxide. This alkoxide is 

concertedly neutralized by the nearby protonated Arg31 to form the LTC4 complex. 
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6    COMPUTATIONAL INSIGHTS INTO THE CATALYTIC 

FORMATION OF LEUKOTRIENE B4 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 First discovered in 1938, leukotrienes are important inflammatory mediators.
132-

138
 Leukotriene A4 (LTA4, Figure 6.1), the simplest of the leukotrienes, is a precursor to 

cysteinyl leukotrienes (cys-LTs; Figure 6.2), important mediators for human bronchial 

asthma. Leukotriene C4 (Figure 6.2a) is formed from a condensation type reaction 

between LTA4 and glutathione in the active site of leukotriene C4 synthase. Leukotriene 

D4 (Figure 6.2b) is then formed from the loss of a glutamate. The subsequent loss of 

glycine, results in formation of leukotriene E4 (Figure 6.2c). These final leukotrienes are 

synthesized through an unknown receptor pathway.
152, 153

   

 

 

Figure 6.1 Leukotriene A4. 
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(a)          (b)     (c) 

Figure 6.2 Cysteinyl leukotrienes: (a) leukotriene C4, (b) leukotriene D4, and (c) 

leukotriene E4. 

 

 In addition to the conversion of cysteinyl leukotrienes, LTA4 can be converted to 

leukotriene B4 (LTB4; Figure 6.3) through the addition of a water molecule. This 

reaction is catalyzed by leukotriene A4 hydrolase (LTA4H).
27, 154

 The active site of 

LTA4H contains a Zn
2+

 atom coordinated by His295, His299, and Glu318. Other nearby 

amino acids, such as Glu296 and Tyr383, have been shown to be catalytic in peptide 

cleaving activity, stabilizing the transition state.
155

 LTB4 is produced in the leukocytes 

and is formed in response to inflammatory mediators, resulting in a build-up in 

leukotrienes in inflamed tissues. Further insight into the mechanism by which LTA4 

hydrolase synthesizes LTB4 could lead to suggestions for the treatment for inflammatory 

diseases.  

 

 

Figure 6.3 Leukotriene B4.  
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 The mechanism for LTB4 synthesis has previously been proposed by 

Haeggström
156

 and Paige.
28

 In this mechanism, LTA4 binds into the active site of LTA4 

hydrolase with the polar head of the substrate interacting with two nearby positively 

charged residues, Lys565 and Arg563, whereas the epoxide ring is interacting with the Zn
2+

 

(Figure 6.4).
157

 This leaves the rest of the non-polar chain to lie in the nearby 

hydrophobic pocket. It is noted that mutagenesis studies suggest Asp375 is important for 

the catalytic formation of LTB4.
156

 In particular, it has been proposed that the water that 

attacks C12 is activated via deprotonation by the nearby polar-negative Asp375 residue. 

With attack of the water molecule the epoxide ring opens and is protonated by a nearby 

Zn-ligated water molecule which also forms a hydrogen-bond to Glu271 (Figure 6.4). 

This has been supported with mutagenesis studies.
158

 The desired LTB4 product 

coordinates to the nearby Zn
2+

 via the newly formed hydroxyl functional group (Figure 

6.4).
158
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Figure 6.4 The proposed binding orientation of LTA4 in the active site of LTA4 

hydrolase.
156, 158

  

 

 This chapter explores the proposed mechanism through computational methods 

such as docking, molecular dynamics, and QM/MM modeling. Specifically, the 

involvement of Asp375 and Glu271 in the catalytic mechanism of LTA4H is examined to 

determine if these residues hydrolyze water to add to carbon 12 (C12) and protonate the 

epoxide of LTA4 to synthesize LTB4.  

6.2 Computational Methods 

The molecular operating environment (MOE)
110

 program was used for model 

preparation, energy minimization and assessment of the generated trajectories. Molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the NAMD program.
111

  

O
CH3
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6.2.1 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 

 As a template the LTA4 hydrolase X-ray crystal structure from Homo sapiens 

(PDB ID: 4DPR)
29

 was used. Prior to docking the inhibitor molecule captopril was 

deleted from the crystal structure. The LTA4 molecule was then docked within the active 

site using a Proxy Triangle
110, 150

 placement algorithm to form the reactant complex (i.e., 

LTA4H with bound LTA4). The generated poses were then scored using a London dG 

scoring function where the top thirty poses were kept.
151

 The pose being investigated 

involved the polar head of LTA4 interacting with two nearby polar groups (specifically 

Lys565 and Arg563) while the epoxide is within reasonable distance to the Zn
2+

, as outlined 

in previous work.
156, 157

 This particular pose was in the top 10 poses scored, and the only 

pose with the Zn
2+

 within 5 Å of the epoxide oxygen, as proposed. 

To solvate the system, a small 7 Å spherical layer of water molecules was used.  

A short 11 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed to equilibrate the 

newly docked substrate. Such a simulation was done to ensure stability of the docked 

substrate. From the trajectories the RMSD of the substrate and active site were calculated 

with respect to the structure at t=0. These RMSDs were then clustered into 5 groups. An 

average structure from the most populated cluster was energy minimized and used as the 

starting structure for subsequent QM/MM calculations, which was then energy 

minimized using the AMBER99
113

 force field until the root mean square gradient of the 

energy fell below 1 kcal mol
-1

 Å
-1

. As noted, the MD simulation was performed using the 

NAMD program to equilibrate the system.
111

 A constant temperature of 300 K and time 

step of 0.5 fs was used with the AMBER99
113

 force field.  
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6.2.2 QM/MM Calculations 

 The MD simulated (and subsequently MM minimized) LTA4-protein complex 

was used for subsequent QM/MM calculations. The Gaussian 09 program
116

 was used for 

all two-layer ONIOM
54, 58-61, 108, 117-119 

QM/MM calculations. Included in the QM region 

were Zn
2+

, LTA4, Glu271, Glu296, Glu318, His295, His299, Asp375, and two water molecules. 

The rest of the surrounding protein was placed in the MM region (Figure 6.5). Structures 

were optimized at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-31G(d,p):AMBER96) level of theory in the 

mechanical embedding (ME) formalism.
159-162

 Frequency calculations at the same level 

of theory as the optimization were done to verify the nature of the stationary points and 

for Gibbs thermal corrections. Single point energies for reactants, products, and transition 

states were obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-311+G(2df,p):AMBER96//ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d,p):AMBER96) level of theory within the electronic embedding formalism with 

Gibbs energy corrections.
44, 107, 120-122

 It is noted that additional parameters required due 

to splitting the high and low layers in the ONIOM model have been supplemented by the 

generalized AMBER force field (GAFF).   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.5 (a) The QM/MM model used to investigate the catalytic mechanism of 

leukotriene A4 hydrolase with docked LTA4. (b) Schematic representation of the 
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QM/MM model: groups inside the inner circle have been modeled at the ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d,p) and groups inside the outer circle have been modeled at the AMBER96 level of 

theory. Residues written in black are included in the MM layer entirely, residues in red 

have their R chains included in the QM region and backbone included in the MM region, 

and residues in blue only have their backbone modeled in the MM region.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

With the docking of LTA4 into the active site of LTA4 hydrolase the modeled 

pose was found to be very similar to binding orientation proposed by Haeggström.
157

 In 

particular, the polar head of LTA4 interacts with Arg563 and Lys565 through hydrogen 

bonding interactions (Figure 6.6a). This orientation serves to anchor the substrate into 

the active site for catalysis. Notably, the interaction between the polar head of LTA4 and 

Arg563 and Lys565 results in the epoxide between C5 and C6 on LTA4 to sit within a 

reasonable distance of 3.17 Å to the Zn
2+

 (Figure 6.6b).
158

 Thus. there is ample space for 

a water molecule to coordinate to the metal centre between the epoxide functional group 

and Glu271. As noted above Glu271 likely helps the water ligate to Zn
2+

 and orient the 

water molecule to protonate the opening epoxide ring while the hydroxyl ion remains 

coordinated to the metal centre.  

For this top scoring conformer LTA4's hydrophobic chain was found to bind into 

the enzyme’s hydrophobic pocket. It is noted that this pocket, however, forces a slight 

bend along the non-polar chain of the substrate starting at approximately C12, resulting in 

the active site Asp375 to be within 7 Å and exposing C12 for possible nucleophilic attack. 

As noted above, it has been suggested
156

 that Asp375 catalyzes the addition of a nearby 
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water molecule to C12. It is noted that such a water molecule was not present in the 

crystal structure due to the presence of captopril, but the space between C12 and Asp375 

could accommodate one water molecule (Figure 6.6c).  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 6.6 The interactions between the protein environment and the docked LTA4 

substrate for the (a) polar head, (b) epoxide ring with (c) one water molecule between C12 

and Asp375 after energy minimization. 

 

 Indeed, upon the addition of the solvation sphere on the docked enzyme complex 

prior to MD simulation one water molecule was positioned between C12 and Asp375. This 

could allow the reaction to occur through a one-water proton transfer chain. Throughout 

the MD simulation this water was found to be hydrogen bonded to Asp375 and maintained 

an interatomic C-Ow1 bond distance between 3 and 4 Å.  

From the final MM minimized complex the reaction mechanism for LTB4 

synthesis was investigated using an ONIOM formalism. The stationary states for this 

reaction are provided in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, and Figure 6.9.  

 The reactant complex (Figure 6.7) has one water molecule forming a hydrogen 

bond network connecting C12 to Asp375 (H2O (1)). This water molecule is in an 

orientation to facilitate proton transfer to Asp375 and C-O bond formation with 

r(H1
…

OAsp) being 1.65 Å and r(C12
…

Ow1) being 3.11 Å. At this step in the reaction, the 

epoxide ring between C5 and C6 is still fully formed with a C5-C6-O bond angle of 59.5º 

From Figure 6.7 there is one nearby water molecule which may likely protonate the 

epoxide oxygen after ring opening. The water molecule most likely to protonate the 

epoxide from mutagenesis studies is denoted in Figure 6.7 and is positioned between 

LTA4 and Glu271 (H2O (2)).
158

 This allows the carboxylate functional group to activate 

the water molecule, promoting ionization of the water with r(H2
…

O) of 2.91 Å. This 
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reactant complex is assigned a Gibbs energy of 0.0 kJ/mol after Gibbs corrections to be 

compared to subsequent steps. 

 

  

Figure 6.7 Reactant complex when LTA4 binds into the active site of LTA4 hydrolase.  

 

  The transition state corresponding to the proton transfer from H2O (1) to Asp375 

and the simultaneous C12-Ow1 bond formation is provided in Figure 6.8. In the case of 

the forming carbon-oxygen bond r(C12
…

Ow1) is 1.48 Å. It is noted that for TS with the 

formation of the C12
…

Ow1 bond the epoxide ring at C5 and C6 is opening with a bond 

angle of 83.4
º
. The alkoxide will then be protonated by H2O (2) with r(H2

…
O) of 1.36 Å. 

The position of H2O (1) will form exclusively the R enantiomer at C12 while the position 

of H2O (2) will form exclusively the S enantiomer at C5, producing LTB4 and a 

hydroxide ion coordinated to the metal centre. This geometry has an imaginary frequency 
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of i333.0 cm
-1

 representing the simultaneous C-Ow1 bond formation and epoxide ring 

opening. This step along the reaction mechanism has a relative Gibbs energy of 235.4 

kJ/mol. This Gibbs energy will be discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 The transition state of LTB4 synthesis through the addition of water to C12 of 

LTA4. 

 

  The LTB4 product complex for this mechanism (Figure 6.9) features a 

completely formed bond at C12 with a C-O bond length r(C12
...

Ow1) of 1.46 Å and 

protonated Asp375. This bond formation opens the epoxide ring with a C5-C6-O bond 

angle of 105.6º. This alkoxide is then protonated by H2O (2) with r(O
…

H2) of 1.00 Å and 

r(H2
…

Ow2) of 1.62 Å. This process has a relative Gibbs energy of 221.2 kJ/mol, 

indicating the product complex is far too high in energy to realistically form. This 
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suggests that with the present model the proposed mechanism is not feasible for LTB4 

synthesis. The most likely cause for these high Gibbs energies would be the Asp375 

residue responsible for water ionization. The relatively low pKa for aspartic acid (~3.78) 

is likely to prevent ionization of water and prevent LTB4 synthesis. Another residue along 

the hydrophobic pocket, such as Tyr383, may be more suitable for promoting LTB4 

synthesis. Additionally, another residue that has not been included in the model could 

have stabilized the aspartic acid to lower the Gibbs energies. The current methods also 

suggest the mechanism for LTB4 synthesis is a concerted mechanism and not stepwise as 

suggested in Refs. 11 and 12. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Product complex formed after synthesis of LTB4 by LTA4 hydrolase. 
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6.4  Conclusion 

The current chapter investigates the synthesis of LTB4 from LTA4 and LTA4 

hydrolase. While the current mechanism has been supported by experimental evidence, 

the current computational methods suggest this mechanistic pathway will not occur. This 

is likely due to the pKa of aspartic acid 375 and its inability to accept a proton from 

water. This will cause the product complex to have an unreasonably high Gibbs energy. 

Another polar residue along the hydrophobic pocket would be more able to activate a 

water molecule for ionization with lower barriers. 
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7    COMPETING NITRILE HYDRATASE CATALYTIC 

MECHANISMS: IS CYSTEINE-SULFENIC ACID ACTING AS A 

NUCLEOPHILE? 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Nitrile hydratases (NHases, EC 4.2.1.84)
32, 34, 35, 163-168

 are a class of enzymes 

involved in the carbon and nitrogen metabolic pathways of some bacteria; however, they 

are also used in industrial applications to catalyze the conversion of a variety of nitrile 

functional groups to amides (Figure 7.1). Nitrile hydratases have a highly-conserved 

active site, containing a non-heme Fe
3+

 or non-corrin Co
3+

 in a distorted octahedral 

geometry.
32, 169

 The ligand residues involved in the active site are the side chains of 

Cys109, Cys112, Cys114, and the deprotonated backbone amide nitrogens of Ser113 and 

Cys114.
32, 34, 168

 However, it is noted that the side chains of Cys112 and Cys114 are post-

translationally modified to cysteine-sulfinic acid (CSD112) and cysteine-sulfenic acid 

(CSO114, Figure 7.2), respectively. The sixth coordination site (trans to Cys109) is open 

for substrate binding. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Conversion of acrylonitrile to acrylamide catalyzed by nitrile hydratase. 
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Figure 7.2 Distorted octahedral geometry of nitrile hydratase active site with bound t-

butyl nitrile. 

 

 While the enzymatic mechanism of nitrile hydratases has been studied 

experimentally and computationally, the reaction mechanism remains debated where 

several reaction mechanisms have been proposed.
33

 One mechanism involves the direct 

binding of the nitrile molecule to the metal center, followed by the nucleophilic attack of 

a nearby water molecule.
34

 This mechanism has been supported with experimental data 

by time-resolved X-ray crystallography.
32

 An alternative mechanism involves the binding 

of this water molecule to the metal center instead, which is followed by deprotonation 

(forming the hydroxide ion) allowing for the nucleophilic attack on the nearby nitrile 

molecule.
35

  

A third mechanism that has been recently studied theoretically
167

 proposes that 

the oxygen of the sulfenic acid CSO114 nucleophilically attacks the nitrile molecule 
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resulting in  formation of a disulfide bridge between Cys109 and CSO114 and formation of 

the amide. This bridge would then be hydrolyzed via the addition of a water molecule, 

regenerating the enzyme’s active site. The theoretical calculations offer a reaction profile 

showing how their unusual disulfide bridge formation and regeneration of the enzyme 

can be energetically feasible, with enthalpies and electronic energies which agree with 

the experimental activation barriers of 13-15 kcal/mol (54-63 kJ/mol). It is noted that 

recent experimental work supports the notion of such a disulfide mechanism.
33

  

Hopmann et. al have been publishing theoretical work in the area for several 

years.
34, 35, 167, 168

 Primarily, the theoretical research (wherein the first-shell ligands 

Cys109, CSD112, Ser113, CSO114, the iron centre and two water molecules are used as a 

model for the active site) suggests the first mechanism of NHase-mediated nitrile 

hydration (where CSO114 acts as a nucleophile; Figure 7.3) is preferred. The inclusion of 

second shell ligands (Arg56 and Arg141), the proposed mechanism suggests the binding of 

a water molecule first, either deprotonating the water molecule to act as a nucleophilic 

OH
-
 or allowing the cysteine-sulfenic acid to act as the nucleophile (Figure 7.4).  

 

 

Figure 7.3 Proposed water-mediated mechanism for nitrile hydration. 
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Figure 7.4 Alternate proposed mechanism for the hydroxide-mediated mechanism for 

nitrile hydration, where M
3+

 represents iron or cobalt. 

 

While the mechanism of nitrile hydration by nitrile hydratases has been shown to 

have a viable pathway through a disulfide bridge, the previously-discussed mechanism of 

the water molecule acting as a nucleophile has only been modeled by a very small active 

site without the surrounding residues while being directly bound to the iron centre. This 

model system neglects the effect of the protein environment.  

The purpose of this work is to study the proposed nucleophilic water mechanism 

using a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics model. These calculations will compare 

molecular embedding and electronic embedding methods to determine how important 

protein environment is for this mechanism. This work will then be compared to the work 

by Hopmann et. al to determine if there is another feasible mechanism for nitrile 

hydration.  

An important distinction is that Hopmann uses a large QM model with an implicit 

solvation model (to simulate the dielectric of the surrounding protein), while this work 

uses a large QM/MM model where the rest of the surrounding protein is modeled at the 

molecular mechanics level. This work is not primarily used to determine which 

mechanism is most feasible; however, it will determine if there are multiple mechanistic 

pathways for nitrile hydration. 
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7.2 Computational Methods 

The molecular operating environment (MOE)
110

 program was used for model 

preparation, energy minimization and assessment of the generated trajectories. Molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the NAMD program.
111

 

7.2.1 Model Preparation 

The X-ray crystal structure of nitrile hydratase with bound t-butyl isonitrile and 

nitric oxide (PDB ID: 2ZPE) was used as a template for the proceeding calculations.
32

 It 

is noted that the nitric oxide molecule in the sixth ligand position is in fact a competitive 

inhibitor used to inactivate the enzyme with a t-butyl isonitrile molecule nearby (the 

isonitrile fragment pointed away from the iron, Figure 7.5a). Thus, the nitric oxide was 

removed using MOE to open the ligand position in favor of t-butyl isonitrile. The 

substrate was rotated and placed in the ligand position so the isonitrile functional group is 

in a position to interact with the iron active site. 
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Figure 7.5 The crystal structure for the active site of nitrile hydratase with nitric oxide 

(NO) bound into the sixth ligand position of the non-heme iron and unbound t-butyl 

isonitrile (Isonitrile).  

 

7.2.2 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 

Prior to simulation a 7 Å spherical layer of water molecules was added to solvate 

the active site. The protonation states for all residues were corrected using Protonate 

3D.
112

 MD simulations were then performed for 11 ns with a 0.5 fs time step at a constant 

temperature of 300 K. The AMBER99 force field was used for the simulation. From the 

trajectories, the RMSD of the substrate and segments of the active site were calculated 

with respect to the structure at t=0. These RMSDs were then clustered into 5 groups. An 

average structure from the most populated cluster was then energy minimized using the 

AMBER99 force field until the root mean square gradient of the energy fell below 1 kcal 

mol
-1

 Å
-1

. This optimized structure was used to modify the substrate from an isonitrile 

functional group to a nitrile functional group (Nitrile, Figure 7.6) for subsequent 

calculations.  
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Figure 7.6 Active site of nitrile hydratase with t-butyl nitrile (Nitrile) in the sixth ligand 

site. All hydrogen atoms were removed for the graphic. 

 

7.2.3 QM/MM Calculations 

The Gaussian 09 program was used for all two-layer ONIOM QM/MM 

calculations.
116

 Stationary points were obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d,p):AMBER96) level of theory in the mechanical embedding (ME) formalism.
44, 

107, 120-122
 Frequency calculations at the same level of theory were done to verify the 

nature of the stationary points and to obtain the respective enthalpy corrections. Single 

point electronic energies were obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96) level of theory with mechanical embedding (ME) and 

electronic embedding (EE) formalism for comparison.
170

 These energies were corrected 

to enthalpies via the addition of the enthalpy corrections. All calculations were performed 

with a multiplicity of 2 unless otherwise stated. 
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The QM/MM model for the nitrile hydratase with nitrile substrate is shown in 

Figure 7.7a with the schematic representation of the QM/MM model is shown in Figure 

7.7b.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 7.7 (a) The QM/MM model used to investigate the enzymatic mechanism of 

nitrile hydratase with bound t-butyl nitrile. (b) Schematic representation of the QM/MM 

model: groups in the inner and outer circles have been modeled at the ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d,p) and AMBER96 levels of theory, respectively. Residues written in black are 

included in the MM layer entirely, residues in red only have their peptide backbone 

included. The superscript “A” and “B” denote to which chain the residue belongs. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 Complex Geometries 

The structures of the stationary points obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

31G(d,p):AMBER96)-ME level of theory are provided in Figure 7.8 through Figure 

7.15. The enthalpy surfaces obtained at the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-

311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96)-ME and ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96)-

EE levels of theory are provided in Figure 7.16a and Figure 7.16b, respectively. The 

third transition state calculation was omitted for reasons that will be outlined below.  

As shown in Figure 7.8 all nearby binding residues (Cys109, CSD112, Ser113, 

CSO114) form a distorted octahedral complex with the iron centre allowing for the nitrile 

substrate to bind in the sixth coordination site. The substrate binds with an interatomic 

distance r(N…Fe
2+

) of 1.93 Å and r(C…N) of 1.16 Å (Figure 7.8). It has been proposed 

that a nearby water molecule will ionize, transferring the hydroxide ion to the substrate 

and the hydrogen ion (H1) to the nearby CSO114. Such a water molecule with r(C…Ow) of 

2.85 Å is within a reasonable distance to allow bond formation after loss of a proton to 

the sulfenic acid where r(H1
…OCSO) is calculated to be 2.85 Å (Figure 7.8). All 

stationary points energies are relative to the enthalpy of reactant complex (RC), which 

has a relative energy of 0.0 kJ/mol.  
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Figure 7.8 Reactant complex (RC) formed when t-butyl nitrile binds into the active site 

of nitrile hydratase. 

 

 In the transition state for the first step of the reaction (TS1) the r(C…Ow) is 

shortened considerably from 2.85 Å to 1.89 Å, whereas r(C…N) is found to lengthen by 

0.03 Å (Figure 7.9). Moreover, r(H1
…OCSO) is found to be 1.21 Å which corresponds to 

the proton transfer from water to cysteine-sulfenic acid. An imaginary harmonic 

frequency (i768.54 cm
–1

) representing this ionization of water is observed. This step 

occurs with an enthalpy of 84.8 kJ/mol relative to RC.  
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Figure 7.9 The initial transition state (TS1) for the addition of water catalyzed by 

cysteine-sulfenic acid to t-butyl nitrile. 

 

 The first intermediate complex formed during this reaction (I1; Figure 7.10) is 

formed after the addition of the hydroxide ion to the nitrile functional group. This 

addition elongates r(C…N) to 1.24 Å to form a carbon-oxygen bond r(C…Ow) of 1.45 Å. 

The hydrogen ion transferred from the ionized water has completely transferred to the 

cysteine-sulfenic acid with r(H1
…

OCSO) of 1.00 Å. Relative to the RC, this intermediate 

complex lies 71.3 kJ/mol higher in enthalpy. 
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Figure 7.10 The first intermediate (I1) formed after the addition of water catalyzed by 

cysteine-sulfenic acid. 

 

 At this point in the mechanism, the proton bound to the cysteine-sulfenic acid 

(H1) transfers to the nitrogen of the nitrile substrate via TS2. As shown in Figure 7.11 

r(H1
…OCSO) and r(H1

…N) are calculated to be 1.32 Å and 1.21 Å, respectively. The 

transition state for this proton transfer occurs with one imaginary frequency (i907.89 cm
-

1
) and lies 162.2 kJ/mol higher in energy than the RC. 
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Figure 7.11 The second transition state (TS2) resulting from the proton transfer from 

CSO114 to the substrate. 

 

 With the complete proton transfer to the nitrile nitrogen, the second intermediate 

(I2) is found to have a slightly elongated r(N…Fe
2+

) of 2.09 Å (Figure 7.12). This is 

likely due to the strain caused by the change from sp to sp
2
 nitrogen, as well as the 

change in formal charge of nitrogen (from -1 to 0) and the steric interaction from H1. In 

the case of the sulfenic acid r(OCSO
…H1-N) is found to be 3.29 Å. This complex has a 

relative enthalpy of 156.1 kJ/mol. 
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Figure 7.12 The second intermediate (I2) formed for the hydration of t-butyl nitrile. 

 

 The next transition state involves the rotation of the H1 attached to the nitrogen 

such that it isomerizes from cis to trans to the alcohol bound to the nitrile carbon (Figure 

7.13). As previously discussed this step will readily occur with a small activation energy 

barrier.
171, 172

 Thus, we did not calculate a transition state for this step. The resulting 

intermediate complex (I3) lies 117.6 kJ/mol lower in energy than I2 and now only lies 

38.5 kJ/mol higher in energy than RC.  
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Figure 7.13 The third intermediate (I3) formed for the hydration of t-butyl nitrile. 

 

 The final step of the mechanism is the transfer of the second hydrogen (H2) from 

the imidate to form the desired amide product (TS3; Figure 7.14). This step is 

accompanied by an increase in r(H2
…O) and decrease in r(H2

…N). This shift lengthens 

r(C…N) to 1.33 Å as the nitrogen changes from sp
2
 to sp

3
 and r(C…Ow) shortens to 1.30 

Å as the carbonyl functional group forms. This transition state has an enthalpy of 202.3 

kJ/mol relative to the reactant complex, and represents the rate-limiting step for this 

mechanism. This considerable energetic cost is likely due to the breaking of a hydrogen 

bond between the iminol and Gln90, and the four-membered transition state which are 

well known to be very high in energy for amide-iminol tautomerization reactions.
34
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Figure 7.14 The third transition state (TS3) formed from t-butyl nitrile in the nitrile 

hydratase enzyme. 

 

 The final product complex (PC) is shown in Figure 7.15. This product has 

r(C
…

Ow) and r(C
…

N) of 1.24 Å and 1.35 Å, as expected for an amide functional group. 

As can be seen r(N
…

Fe
3+

) is 4.77 Å, suggesting the amide is no longer bound to the metal 

centre. With formation of the amide the active site is returned to its catalytic form to 

allow for further catalysis. Relative to RC this product complex has an enthalpy of -775.3 

kJ/mol.  
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Figure 7.15 The final amide product complex (PC) formed by nitrile hydratase. 

 

7.3.2 Mechanical Embedding and Electronic Embedding 

At the ONIOM(ωB97X-D/6-311+G(2df,p)//AMBER96)-ME level the calculated 

reaction enthalpies for several stationary points are far too high to be enzymatically 

feasible (Figure 7.16a). Indeed, TS3 has the highest relative energy for this reaction of 

202.3 kJ/mol relative to RC, which suggests the product could never be formed through 

this particular mechanism.  

These calculations, however, were performed using mechanical embedding. This 

process performs calculations on the QM region in the absence of the MM system, i.e. the 

QM region is not polarized by the AMBER point charges from the surrounding 

environment. However, the enzyme environment is a crucial aspect of catalysis, which 

allows the reaction to occur, often having a large impact on computed energies. In order 

to account for the polarization due to the remainder of the enzyme system, electronic 
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embedding single point calculations were also performed with enthalpy corrections on 

the geometries obtained using mechanical embedding (Figure 7.16b). 
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(b) 

Figure 7.16 Potential energy surface for nitrile hydration by t-butyl nitrile hydratase. All 

energies given are single point energies with enthalpy corrections and (a) mechanical 

embedding and (b) electronic embedding, in kJ/mol.  

 

As shown in Figure 7.16b the reaction enthalpies for this enzyme mechanism 

have been dramatically improved by electronic embedding. The mechanism is now three 

distinct steps (ionization of water in TS1, proton transfer in TS2 and amide-iminol 

tautomerization in TS3) with enthalpies of 68.0 kJ/mol, 73.8 kJ/mol and 205.2 kJ/mol 

relative to RC, respectively. The details of which will be discussed below.  

The overall reduction in enthalpies between reactants and transition states is likely 

due to the stabilizing effects of nearby polar residues from the MM region introducing 

hydrogen bonds to the QM region, such as Gln90 (accepting a hydrogen bond from 
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water), Glu165 (accepting a hydrogen bond from water) and Arg167 (donating a hydrogen 

bond to CSO114) on chain A and Arg141 on chain B (donating a hydrogen bond to CSD112 

and CSO114). During the first step of the mechanism (ionization of water), Glu165 

maintains its hydrogen bond with the water molecule, stabilizing the transiently formed 

hydroxide ion. The proceeding intermediate (I1) is stabilized by the alcohol-Gln90 

hydrogen bond formed. The second step in the mechanism involves the transfer of a 

proton from CSO114 to the substrate’s terminal nitrogen. This process is likely stabilized 

due to the hydrogen bonds donated by Arg167 and Arg141 to the oxygen of CSO114, 

promoting proton transfer. The final step in this mechanism (amide-iminol 

tautomerization) is only slightly stabilized by the surrounding environment, as there are 

no additional hydrogen bonds formed during this intramolecular rearrangement. While 

the enthalpies for the complexes have been improved after the addition of electronic 

embedding, the energies are still larger than the experimental energies of ~54-63 

kJ/mol.
34

 While the relative energies of TS1 and TS2 are in reasonable agreement, the 

relative enthalpy of TS3 still remains to high to be enzymatically feasible. However, 

given that TS3 is a four-membered transition state the addition of a second water 

molecule would likely have a significant effect on the energetics of this step.  

  The addition of a second water molecule will change the four-membered 

transition state to a six-membered transition state and dramatically lower the relative 

enthalpy for TS3. Such a reduction in energy has been previously shown for the isolated 

iminol-amide tautomerization.
34

. At the CPCM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory (with 

zero-point vibrational corrections), the four membered transition state for this process 

occurred with a barrier of ~142 kJ/mol. However, with the addition of a second water 
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molecule, the barrier drops to just ~10 kJ/mol. Thus, in the present case the addition of a 

second water would be expected to have similar effects in the relative enthalpy of TS3. 

Provided the relative energy of TS3 is reduced the mechanism studied in this 

chapter would agree with experimental energies and be a competing mechanism for the 

currently accepted mechanism, which involves a disulfide switch.
167

 

7.4 Conclusion 

The catalytic mechanism for nitrile hydration by nitrile hydratases has been studied 

using advanced computational methods. The proposed mechanism where cysteine-

sulfenic acid acts as a nucleophile has been examined with a large portion of the protein 

active site modeled. Previous models of this mechanism have neglected the effect of 

surrounding protein environment. After the inclusion of the protein environment, the 

enthalpies of all complexes have been lowered to within 10 kJ/mol of experimental 

barriers. However, while TS3 still remains far too high in energy the presence of a second 

water would likely reduce the energetic cost for this four-membered TS considerably. 

Thus, further investigation into the addition of a second water molecule in the active site 

of this enzyme is needed. 
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8    CONCLUSION 

8.1 Conclusions 

In chapter 3, the FRED receptor program was used to bind various substrates into 

four FKBP enzymes. The current work compares the binding scores of various similar 

macrocyclic substrates into the active site of hFKBP12, PvFKBP35, and PfFKBP35. 

While ILS-920 and WYE-592 bind less favourably than rapamycin in hFKBP12 and 

PfFKBP35, the addition of a nitrosobenzylated moiety to carbon 19 of rapamycin has an 

increase in docking score. This small but significant modification to the macrocycle 

could be used as a starting point for novel drug design of antimalarials. 

In chapter 4, the work performed investigates the plausibility of suicide inhibition 

for a new class of anti-malarial. To explore this, a Michael acceptor was added to carbon 

42 of the natural substrate, Fk506. This modification allows for covalent bond formation 

between Cys106 of Plasmodium falciparum FKBP35 and the substrate through a one-step 

mechanism, forming the inhibitor-enzyme complex. While the activation energy barrier is 

relatively high, this shows the possibility for modified macrocycles acting as suicide 

inhibitors for treatment of malaria caused by Plasmodium falciparum. 

 Chapter 5 studies the enzymatic pathway of leukotriene C4 synthase for the 

conversion of leukotriene A4 to leukotriene C4 using docking, molecular dynamics and 

QM/MM methods. The employed methods suggest the substrate binds in a ‘tail-to-head’ 

orientation to better interact with the enzyme and bound glutathione. This substrate 

orientation is likely preferred over the ‘head-to-tail’ orientation due to the extra hydrogen 

bond formed between the polar head of leukotriene A4 and Arg104. A better understanding 
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of the binding orientation could lead to novel anti-inflammatory mediators for the 

treatment and prevention of asthma and bronchoconstriction. 

In chapter 6, the enzymatic pathway of leukotriene B4 synthesis from the 

precursor leukotriene A4 with leukotriene A4 hydrolase was studied using docking, 

molecular dynamics, and QM/MM methods. The mechanism proposes Asp375 promotes 

water ionization, adding a hydroxide ion to carbon 12. This bond formation causes the 

epoxide ring between carbon 5 and 6 to open and be protonated by a nearby water 

molecule to form the desired product. The methods performed for this work suggests the 

enthalpy of the product complex, LTB4, is far too high in comparison to the reactant, 

LTA4. It is likely that Asp375 will not accept a proton from water to catalyze water 

splitting for the first step of the mechanism, and perhaps another nearby residue would be 

more appropriate. 

In chapter 7, the proposed mechanism of nitrile hydratase with a t-butyl nitrile 

substrate was investigated using docking, molecular dynamics and QM/MM methods. 

This mechanism, in the presence of one water molecule, offers enthalpies far higher than 

realistic when compared to the alternate mechanism, which occurs through a disulfide 

switch. The enthalpies for the current mechanism are greatly improved after the addition 

of the polarizing effect of the protein environment. It has also been suggested the addition 

of a second water molecule to the active site would greatly reduce the enthalpy of the 

transition states, as similar proton transfers have been shown to be facilitated through 

water chains and four-membered transition states for iminol-amide tautomerism are 

changed to six-membered transition states. The decrease in enthalpies would show good 
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enough agreement with experiment to warrant further investigation of a two-water 

mechanism. 

8.2 Future Work 

Chapter 3 outlines potential new lead compounds for anti-malarials. While a few 

of these macrocycles have been tested in various FKBPs in various different organisms, a 

systematic approach to testing IC50 and EC50 values for all available, FDA-approved 

macrocycles with hFKBP12, PvFKBP35, PfFKBP35, and any other prevalent PPIase in 

the human body would be required to further this research. This work would solidify 

which moieties are most effective in inhibition, and if this inhibition would harm the 

patient with malaria. 

Chapter 4 explores the plausibility of suicide inhibition for treatment of 

Plasmodium falciparum malaria. This method could be expanded through the 

modification of various other macrocycles aside from Fk506, as they have also been 

shown to have inhibitory properties.
95

 This could also involve other electrophiles other 

than Michael acceptors of varying electrophilicities. The strength of the formed covalent 

bond could also be improved through the deprotonation of Cys106. This could be 

accomplished by changing the local environment around the nucleophile, perhaps by 

adding formally positive charges along the active site. These changes could lead to a 

much stronger covalent bond with a smaller activation energy. 

Chapter 5 investigates the enzymatic mechanism of leukotriene C4 synthesis, a 

molecule important in inflammatory response and asthma. Determining another potential 

binding orientation for the substrate in this enzyme provides additional information that 

could be used in the design of novel anti-inflammatory drugs. If leukotriene C4 synthase 
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can be inhibited and prevented from binding leukotriene A4, this can prevent leukotriene 

C4 from causing unwanted bronchoconstriction in asthmatic patients.  

Chapter 6 studies the enzymatic mechanism for leukotriene B4 synthesis, a 

molecule involved with inflammation. The work performed in this chapter did not 

conclusively determine that Asp375 was able to catalyze the water splitting required for 

the formation of leukotriene B4. Further studies would be required to determine if another 

residue would be most appropriate for water ionization, or what factors would need to 

change in order for this residue to be catalytic. This information could lead to further 

drug development of anti-inflammatory medications. 

Chapter 7 investigates one of the competing mechanisms for nitrile hydration for 

a t-butyl nitrile substrate by nitrile hydratase. The one-water mechanism offers enthalpies 

much higher than experiment. While it has been proposed the addition of a second water 

molecule would lower enthalpies to be in excellent agreement with experimental barriers, 

the calculations would need to be performed to verify how the second water molecule 

would lower the barriers of tautomerism and proton transfers. 
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